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Miss Liberty process begins
By PAMELA E. WALCK

lowing the alumni service.
Stewart stated that because of the dramatic
Twenty-two Miss Liberty hopefuls will be increase in freshmen this year, the voting
introduced to the university student body on points per class will be different than in past
Wednesday, Oct. 27, during convocation, years.
when the top 10 contestants will be anThis year senior votes will equal five
nounced.
points; junior votes, four; sophomore votes,
According to Dean Mike Stewart, there two; and freshmen votes, one.
were more than 275 contestants for the 1993
"We want the freshmen to realize that it is
Miss Liberty, and he feels that even to be one a senior young lady and that the junior and
of the 22 is a privilege.
senior classes should have a stronger say in
"Being chosen as one of the 22 is an honor, who Miss Liberty will be, " Stewart exsince they were narrowed from 275 to 22 by plained.
their peers and administration. These are
According to Stewart, the selection procpeople representatives of Liberty Univer- ess has changed drastically over the past five
sity," Stewart stated.
years, moving from purely a beauty pageant
The final voting for Miss Liberty, which to completely a spiritual leader selection
involves the entire student body, will occur process — to what he now considers an easy
during the Friday, Oct. 29, convocation fol- medium.
News Editor

"We, left the beauty pageant theme because is got too expensive and became just
glitz and glamour. Then we went to simply
standing the girls up in chapel and having
them give their testimonies and having the
students vote," Stewart stated.
"Now, we have them give their testimonies, but there is more than just that. I think
it's a happy medium and a very fair selection
process because it begins with the students,
goes to faculty and administration and then
right back to the student body," he continued.
Originally, the senior class chose the top
10 contestants out of 275 eligible runners in
early October.
From there, a list of 50 names was cornSee Miss Liberty, Page A3

A TOUCHING MOMENT — Kim Fraser, Miss Liberty 1992, sheds a tear
after being crowned by 1991 runner-up Jennifer Miller. Fraser will return to
carry on the tradition of crowning the new Miss Liberty.

Comic Belief to crack up LU
think even as they are laughing.
"I'm not on stage just being funny
LU graduate Mark Lowry, a Chris- for funny's sake. I'm a Christian
tian comedian, and the Comic Belief comedian, not just a comedian who
tour will be making a Homecoming happens to be Christian. Jesus is a
stop at Liberty University in the LU part of my life, and I can't leave him
Multi-Purpose Center on Friday, out," Lowry explained.
Oct. 29, at 7:30 p.m.
This religious riot is a Liberty
Lowry, considered to be one of the graduate, who got started in comedy
funniest comedians in Christian or while performing with a traveling
secular comedy, and the Comic Be- music team.
lief tour is said to be different.
According to Lowry, this music
According to Lowry, he and the ability has not left his act. His albums
comedy group are called by God to and concerts are divided between
minister through comedy and that comedy and songs.
call is what will make his audience
Some of Lowry's musical selecBy TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

Champion Reporter

tion includes songs like; "Sure Beats
Hell" and "Na Na Na Na Na Na."
"If you ask me what my ministry
is, I'd say it's encouragement Yeah,
it's comic relief and entertainment,
but for me comedy is to get some
perspective," Lowry explained.
In addition to Lowry, Comic Belief includes Chonda Pierce and
Mark Steele, fellow comedians.
Pierce, known for her southern
country humor, claims that she really
can*not put a title to what she does.
"I'm not sure if I can put an exact
title to whatever it is I'm doing!"
Pierce stated.

Alumni Association prepares for,
awaits return of LU graduates
By MAINA MWAURA AND
PAMELA E. WALCK
With final preparations for Homecoming 1993 underway, the Liberty
University Alumni Association is
expecting more than 800 LU alumni
to participate in the celebration.
"It's hard to say exactly how many
alumni will show up; we normally
average between 700 and 1,000,"
Jane McHaney, director of the
Alumni Association, stated.
"Our alumni are scattered all over,
and it's hard to pick up your spouse
and children to come from far distances. Also, with Halloween weekend, many alumni are involved with
church activities as an alternative to
Halloween. We hope to move Homecoming up a week next year,"
McHaney continued.
Regardless of the number of
alumni who return to the Liberty
campus, the same questions will be
running through their minds, what is
there to do?
Though the festivities do not really

begin until Friday, Oct. 29, there will
be an Alumni Association board
meeting for executive committee and
chapter presidents on Thursday, Oct.
28, in the Reber-Thomas dining hall
from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The following day, Homecoming
will be off with a bang, beginning
with the alumni convocation at 10
a.m. in the Vines Center.
Dr. Jerry Falwell will be address- •
ing the student and alumni body with
the announcement of the top five
Miss Liberty contestants.
From 11:20 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
alumni wishing to revisit the classrooms of DeMoss can participate in
"Back to School" and relive the thrill
of younger days. Class schedules
will be available.
In addition, the Flames Golf Classic will begin at 12:30 p.m. at the
London Downs Golf Course.
Following the golf tournament the
class reunions will begin at 3 p.m. in
the Reber-Thomas dining hall.
Later Friday, at 7:30 p.m., LU

graduate Mark Lowry will be presenting his Comic Belief Tour in the
multi-purpose center followed by a
pep rally and bon fire, sponsored by
the SGA class officers.
On Saturday, Oct. 30, there will be
an alumni baseball game at 10 a.m.
at Worthington Field, followed by
the Class of 1983 10 year reunion at
11:30 a.m.
In addition to the Homecoming
football game at 1:40 p.m., there will
be the second annual alumni picnic
in the Vines Center at 5 p.m., followed by the LUAA auction at 7
p.m.
For alumni with children, child
care will be provided by the LU
nursing department on Friday, Oct.
29, from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. and on
Saturday, Oct. 30, from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Additional information regarding
the various alumni activities during
Homecoming can be obtained by
contacting the alumni office at ext.
2834.

Randlett wins Mears Sunday School Teacher award
By AMY MORRIS
World News Editor

Doug Randlett, assistant professor of
youth ministries, was chosen as the first
runner-up in the 1993 Henrietta Mears Sunday School Teacher of the Year competition,
sponsored by Gospel Light Publications.
Randlett was selected from more than 100
entries from across the United States.
As a recipient of the award, Randlett received a trophy, plaque, Teacher of the Year
pin and $300 worth of literature from Gospel
Light Publishing Co.
In addition, he was recognized by the Rev.
Jerry Falwell nationally on Sunday, Oct. 17,
during the Old Time Gospel Hour.
Randlett, who began his career in 1970,
was a music minister for eight years before
moving on to his ministry with young adults.
Now, 23 years later, he has received recognition alter Bethany Boothe, a student in his
Single Purpose Sunday School class at Thomas Road Baptist Church, nominated him for
the Mears award.

"/ am developing specific
strategies to fulfill the great
commission on the secular
campuses of Virginia."
— Doug Randlett
Asst. Professor of Youth Ministry
According to Randlett, what probably set
him apart from the rest of the competition
was his firm belief that "it's a sin to bore a
kid."
Once he heard these seven words from
Jim Rayburn, founder of Young Life, a national youth organization, Randlett was determined not to bore audiences while he
spoke.
"Mr. Randlett brings great wisdom and
experience to our class. His leaching challenges and encourages his students," Boothe
stated.

Inside

Students who attend Randlett's Single
Purpose class are largely from local colleges
including: Lynchburg College, Randolph
Macon Women's College, Sweet Briar and
Liberty University.
The response to Randlett's teaching has
been overwhelming with a proven growth
record of 70 percent in the past year alone.
Randlett thinks the key to this growth is
emphasis on both student ownership and
participation.
He also admitted that he often tells both
his LU classes and the Sunday school class
"if it's going to get done, you're going to
have to do it."
Likewise, Randlett sees himself as an
"equipper," as he equips the saints to do the
work of ministry.
Randlclte accomplishes this by taking the
Word of God and making practical application to college-age groups.
"His teaching doesn't slop in the Sunday
school classroom. By his own life he leaches
his students to be more like Christ and to
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News: Fine Arts Dept.
anticipates first production
See Pags A2

Feature: Miss Liberty
contestant hopefuls
announced
See Page A6&7

study His Word. His students admire his
genuineness and strive to live an authentic
life like the one they see," Boothe stated.
According to Randlett, one of the greatest
challenges college students face today is "to
live authentic Christianity in a culturally
depraved society, a society without absolutes."
As a result, his next project is designed to
help alleviate this pressure.
"I am developing specific strategies to fulfill the great commission on the secular (college) campuses of Virginia," Randlett explained.
He has already met with three women from
Randolph Macon College who wish to reach
their campus for Christ.
Though the impact he has made in the lives
of others is an outstanding accomplishment,
Randlett considers his family to be the
crowning achievement of his life.
"My relationship with my wife and two
sons is top priority. Nothing ranks above
that," Randlett concluded.

by Pamela I

MAKING FISHERS OF MEN
Doug Randlett addresses the importance of sharing Christian testimonies
during his Single Purpose class.
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Opinion: Champion
welcomes Homecoming
festivities
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See Page All
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moves to #4 in Big South
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ffigfag
Production to provide
comedy, entertainment
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

In the mood for good entertainment? If so, the Liberty University
department of fine arts has announced
the debut of its first fall presentation,
"The Man Who Came to Dinner," a
three-act play set in Ohio in the late
1930s.
The production which opens this
Thursday, Oct. 28, will run through
Saturday, Oct. 30, as well as on Thursday, Nov. 4 through Saturday, Nov. 6.
Each show begins at 8 p.m.
The Broadway play, which originally opened in 1939, has elements of
suspense, drama and humor.
The story is based on Sheridan
Whiteside, a fictitious radio personality who is forced by injury to recuperate in the house of some admirers, the
Stanleys.
"It would be like Johnny Carson
staying in a fan's house. He just
takes over the house," Dr. Roger
Miller, director of the play, stated.
Sheridan, played by Tobias Allanson, commandeers the hapless
Stanleys' phone, their living room

and practically the rest of their lives.
Miller said he thinks the challenge
of a comedy will be good for the cast.
"It (the LU troupe) has a lot of
different kinds of roles," Miller said.
The students participating in these
various roles are excited about opening night
"I think it is coming along well. I
really enjoy doing it," Christy Hansen,
who plays Lorraine Sheldon, said.
In addition, some cast members said
that they hope the audience appreciates the show as much as the cast
enjoys performing the comedy.
"I think everyone will enjoy it,"
Yvette Kasparian, who plays
Whiteside's nurse, said.
Jonathan Bonar, playing Richard
Stanley, is another performer excited
about the play.
"I'll be glad when we get the first
performance under our belts," he
stated.
In addition, Miller added that he is
excited about the amount of new talent he has seen and has brought to the
fine art's stage.
"It's good to involve a lot of fresh-

men," he explained.
Because of the dramatic increase in
the number of freshmen at LU, this
semester's first play is somewhat of a
learning experience for many performers involved.
"High school plays are not like
college plays. But it will be professional if everyone wants it to be,"
Chris England said.
England, who plays John, urged
audience members to come expecting
. to be amused.
"People will be looking forward to
a great time, to a funny time. If you
come expecting a good play, you'll
get one," England added.
However,don'tcomecxpecting serious fare.
"I think (the audience) will catch
the spirit of the comedy. There's no
real message, just a lot of fun fdr
everybody," Miller concluded.
The tickets cost $4 and can be purchased at the fine arts theater box
office from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday and
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday.

photo by Jason Chrlstofl

ACTING IT UP — LU students Tim Gombis and Kurt Gebhards use props to get their point
across during a stand-up comedy act at the LU CoffeeHouse on Saturday, Oct. 16, sponsored by
the Student Government Association. Also featured at the CoffeeHouse were blue grass musical
acts, a stand-up routine by Bryan LaBerge, SGA president, and much more. The next CoffeeHouse will be on Saturday, Nov. 13.

Debate teams take flight, soar to top in tournaments
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

A Liberty University debate team
member garnered the highest personal
speaker award in LU debate history, while
participating in national competition during
the North Carolina "Tar Heel Open," Oct. 16
through Oct. 17.
Varsity debater Layla Hinton was named
the fourth-place speaker out of more than 100
collegiate debaters in the tournament.
Both Hinton and her partner Adam Milan,

as well as the other varsity team of Sandy
Noles and Abe Pafford, scored 4-4 during the
match, beating opposing debate teams including; Harvard University, the University of
Iowa, the University of Georgia, the University of Pennsylvania, Wake Forest College
and Baylor College.
LU debate novice Christy Whiddon and
junior varsity debater Jonathan Barr also
performed well, with Whiddon receiving third
speaker in the junior varsity division and Barr,
second.

"It was a learning experience, and it raises
our level so much. It is going to be harder at the
next tournament, because we're the team to
beat," Whiddon stated.
Also this month, the debating duo of Hinton
and Milan returned from the University of
Kentucky, where they competed in one of the
nation's premier tournaments.
The remaining debate team members participated in the Randolph-Macon "Yellow
Jacket Open," where the novice teams cleaned
up with each team posting a winning record.

Novices Whiddon and R.J. Snell won their
division and were top in the preliminary
rounds.
In addition, both Whiddon and Snell were
ranked as two of the top three speakers of the
tourney as teammate, novice Rachel Wise,
finished ninth.
One of the toughest teams that the LU
novice debaters beat was George Mason
University, and four of the five advanced to
elimination rounds.
In addition, the junior varsity teams also

~~omecoming Weekend Calendar
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THURSDAY
• 1:30-5:30 p.m.—Alumni Association board meeting for the Executive Committee and Chapter
presidents in the Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

•10 a.m.—Alumni chapel with Dr.
Falwell. Alumni music. Vote for
Miss Liberty.
• 7:30 p.m.—Mark Lowry and the
Comic Belief Tour in the Multi-Purpose building. Admission is free with
LU I.D.
•10:30 p.m.— Homecoming bonfire
and pep rally sponsored by SGA officers.

• 1 p.m.—Homecoming pep rally at
Spirit Rock.
• 1:30 p.m.—Homecoming football
game kickoff. Flames vs. Charleston
Southern. The 1993 Miss Liberty
will be crowned during halftime.
• 5 p.m. — Second Annual Alumni
class picnic in Vines Center.

SUNDAY
• 6 p.m.—Super Conference begins
in the Vines Center. Speakers include Dr. Jerry Falwell and Dr. John
Maxwell.

CfXmttpus Glalewfrar
• Speakers for convocation this
week include:
Wednesday- Introduction of Miss
Liberty contestants. SpeakerMike Stewart
Friday-Homecoming/Alumni
with Dr. Falwell
Monday-Super Conference

• Monday Night Football, Washington at Buffalo, Nov. 1, at David's
Place, beginning at 9 p.m.
• SGA Late Night Activities for
Friday, Oct. 29, include: Skating,
Bowling, Putt-Putt and special activities at David's Place.
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• Complete engine analysis
• Checking fuel & emission systems
• Measure exhaust emissions
• Install new spark plugs
• Inspect filters, belts & hoses
• Check & set liming, carburetor & idle speed
• 12,000 mi. 12 mo. guarantee (whichever comes first)
• Standard ignition & add'l parts extra
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Eight-ton rock creates
spirit across campus
ages ever to be painted on the rock.
However, the next afternoon, someIn an effort to generate school spirit, one opted for a more ''avant garde"
the Spirit and Tradition Committee, statement, saturating the rock with a
headed by Cheryl Kanour, brought an neon orange color.
eight-ton spirit rock to the LU campus
The following day, the rock was a
on Monday, Oct. 11.
more conservative blue, ornamented
"The purpose of the rock is to pro- with a star.
mote a sense of campus pride," Kanour
Regardless of the fact that the apsaid.
pearance of the rock changes on a
"Spirit rocks like these are seen at daily basis, the variety of colors and
a lot of other colleges and major uni- ideas expressed reflect the diversity
versities. Its presence symbolizes and personality of students atLiberty.
school spirit," she continued.
Although some students have reThe rock was donated by the Blue marked that the rock "looks junky"
Ridge Stone Quarry and transported and feel it has no purpose on the LU
to Liberty by L.T. Falwell.
campus, Kanour said the majority of
Initiation of the Spirit Rock took students are responding "exactly like
place on Thursday, Oct. 14, at 9 p.m., we planned."
when more than 25 LU students at"Everyone is looking for something
tended the christening, armed with 20 to do besides sitting in their rooms.
cans of red, white and blue spray Painting the rock offers students a
paint.
goofy alternative. It all comes down
The Liberty Eagle and the word to getting involved, becoming a part
"Flames" were among the first im- of campus," Kanour concluded.
By AMY MORRIS
World News Editor
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• Senior recital, featuring Daniel at 8 p.m. in the Lloyd AuditoPruaru on bass, will be held at 7:30 rium.
p.m. in FA 101.
There is no admission fee.
• Selah will be taking club photos
at David's Place on Oct.29,7p.m.
• "The Man Who Came to Dinner" to 10 p.m.; Nov. 3,8:30 p.m. to 10
will be performed the weekends of p.m.; and Nov. 5, 7 p.m. to 10
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excelled, with the debating duo of Heather
Hotter and David Chapa reaching the top JV
level after preliminary rounds.
Furthermore, Holler was named top speaker
in her division.
The other JV duo of Barr and Danny
Vezmaralso advanced into elimination rounds
before facing defeat.
In addition, the LU debate team competed
in a tournament at James Madison the weekend of Friday, Oct. 22. However, results were
not available by press time.
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Student senate passes dormitory
damage identification bill
including the nature and location of damage,"
will be included on students' bills and be kept
Returning students who remember the in the residence life office for at least two
unspecified charges on their school bills last weeks at the beginning of each semester.
Senators amended or attempted to amend
year labeled "Hall Damage" may rest easier
the bill three times during a half-hour long
this year thanks to the student senate.
Student senate passed a bill that if debate before it was passed.
If approved, the Hall Damage Bill will take
approved by the administration, will inform
students of the exact dorm damages for which effect immediately for damages incurred
during the fall 1993 academic semester.
they are charged each semester.
In addition, the student senate also unaniAccording to the proposed Hall Damage
Bill, "an itemized record of hall damage, mously passed the "Campus Beautification

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

Ruling:

Resolution," which will establish a four-person committee to report to SGA President
Bryan LaBerge "on ideas and dollar estimates
for developing the campus."
In addition, the committee will help SGA
"spruce up" the campus by developing ideas
and finding out how much it would cost to
undertake certain projects.
The next senate session will meet at 3 p.m.
on Thursday, Oct. 28. Members will discuss
resolutions dealing with reprimands for littering and Christian service requirements.

Campus debate helps address issues
Audience gets offtrack,
ignores other viewpoints

Hall continued.
The debate, set up in a panel format with
audience participation, originally planned to
facilitate an open channel for students to
By PAMELA E. WALCK
News Editor
share their views on inter-racial dating.
The Liberty campus debate team spent a
However, according to Hall, because of the
frustrating evening discussing the issues of nature of the issue, the audience quickly adinter-racial relationships, dating and racial dressed the aspect of racial prejudices, byprejudices during its first campus debate on passing for the most part, the bottom line that
Thursday, Oct. 14, in DeMoss 160.
regardless of skin color, Christians should
"We knew that this was a sensitive issue, not be unequally yoked with unbelievers.
and we knew that emotions would run high;
"The debate was successful; it just was not
however, one thing we didn't expect was the as effective as possible because not enough
intolerance toward opposing sides," Michael people were listening," Hall stated.
Hall, assistant debate coach, stated.
The four campus debaters representing the
"On both sides (of the argument), people two major sides of the issue included: Anna
didn't want to hear what they didn't believe," Alfred, Joshua Van Vlack, Katy Leigh and

Lauri Gardner.
"I represented the view point that interracial dating is wrong; however, it is not what
I believe and it was difficult to represent,"
Van Vlack stated.
In addition, campus debate team member,
Dave Schwartz, played mediator between the
panel and the audience.
"I thought I would never get control of the
audience. The hardest thing (about mediating) was getting people to stop saying what
had already been stated," Schwartz commented.
According to the campus debate team, future forum issues which may be addressed include civil disobedience and the on-campus
music code.

Student court upholds tickets,
warns parking violators

By MAINA MWAURA and
PAMELA E. WALCK
The Liberty University Student Court reduced one ticket to a warning and upheld a
parking violation and a speeding violation
during its first full week of trials.
On Thursday, Oct 14, the court found
Jeremy Doty guilty of parking in a campus
fire lane with improper registration.
In addition, Doty's appeal for a different
parking violation incurred after his RA
gave him permission to park in the commuter lot resulted in a warning.
Furthermore, on Monday, Oct. 18, appellant Angelita Dodson had a ticket upheld.
Dodson, charged for traveling 28 miles
per hour in a 15 mph lane, claimed that she

was speeding because of the fact that she
was late to her Christian service.
However, Dodson claimed that the LU
security officer did not pull her over until
she passed the religion hall.
LU security stated that the officer did not
pull Dodson over sooner because he was in
the process of getting an accurate reading
on how fast she was exceeding the limit.
The Student Court will be in session on
Thursday, Oct. 28, at 6:30 p.m., in DH133.
The following cases will be tried: Liberty University vs. Twila Herrod; Liberty
University vs. Mark Johnson; Liberty University vs. Paul Murphy; Liberty University vs. Jeremy Miller; and Liberty University vs. Bruce Summers.

Miss Liberty
Continued from Page Al
plied and presented to the administration,
which then broke the number down to the
present 22 contestants.
Since the 22 contestants have been announced, they have been involved with a
judging process that includes a personal interview with a board of seven judges and an informal reception with the judges.
In addition, the contestants will attend a
formal reception with Dr. Jerry Falwell and
Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin as well as parents
and family members during Homecoming
week.
Stewart stated that this year's Miss Liberty
can expect to participate in various civic activities, speak during chapel services at Lyn-

chburg Christian Academy and Timberlake
Chrisitian School,participate in the Lynchburg
Christmas Parade and address the LU student
body during an SGA convocation.
In addition, student life is working with
Liberty's marketing program to help incorporate the 1993 Miss Liberty in the marketing
and recruiting program as a way of helping
high school students see what type of students
Liberty produces.
Furthermore, Miss Liberty will receive a
scholarship from the university in addition to
various prizes and gifts from local businesses
in Lynchburg.
"There are a lot of people out there that are
very much pro-Liberty and are willing to help.
For that we are thankful," Stewart stated.
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Twin Size • 3Piece
SALE PRICE WAS
1696

$15.00

$

W/kl&M
3900 WARDS ROAD

LYNCHBURG

832-0304

f

#
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Vines Center
Monday 11:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Vines Center
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:00 a-m. - 10:45 ajn.
Dr. Beverly LaHaye

Dr. John Maxwell / Dr. James Merriu
Tueiday 8:00 - 10:45 i m
Dr. 3acK Graham / Dr. George Sweet
Wednesday 8:00-10:45 am.

WiWA%V»V*%V * *

+ * * + * * • *•_••••

Dr. Ike Reighard
Tuesday 11:15a.m. - 12:15p.m.
. Dr. George Sweet
Wednesday 11:15 a.m. • 12:15 p.m.

Dr. Richard Lee / Dr. Elmer Towns
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Dr. Tim LaHaye

Sunday

m

Monday
Tuesday

6:30 p.m. - Dr. Jerry Falwell / Dr. John Maxwell

7:00 p.m. - Evangelist David Ring / Dr. Jack Wyrtzen
7:00 p.m. - Honorable Dan Quayle / Dr. W.A. Criswell

r jr * *
Wednesday

7:00 p.m. - Special Gospel Music

J X W J J *

Super Conference XU Speakers

Dr. Jerry
Falwell

Former V . f .
I a n Cuayle

Kev. David
Dlnit

n . Ike

Eeiitbard

Dr.W.4.
Criswell

Dr. Beverly
LaHaye

Dr. J a c k
Graham

wt

wL ^..., ^

S*'«l
m% <fl

w%

Dr. Dim
LaHaye

Dr. Diehard

Lee

Dr. John
Maxwell

Dr. James

Dr. Ceortte
Sweet

Men ill

Dr. Elmer
Fowns

1

fit*

'

it

Dr. J a c k
Wyrtzen

Ccspel Music Celebration
\ {
1

'*" 1

" ^ ( ^•**» w f

Fhe Sneer Family

I he Florida Leys

Leiidra Cook

i n i i t Oldham

Fhe Sounds of Liberty

S
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Super Conference XII Schedule
Cnildren's Ministries
Day

Monday

Time & Room

2:00pm / RH 108

N. McOuire/
S. Sharkey

2:00pm/RH 112

N. Breen

2:00pm /RH 113

P. Johnson

3:00pm / RH 101

J.DeSaegMr/SufT

3:00pm/RH 112

Staff

Wednesday

Topic
Sunday SchoolEverybody Ought to Go

P. Johnson

4:00pm / RH 108

J. DeSaegher /
Slaff

Monday

Bulletin BoardsMake-It. Take It..Pt. 3

2:0Opm / RH 108

N. McOuire

Even A Dummy Can Do It

2:0Opm/RH112

B. Sundheim /
F. Smith / S. Brandt

The FBI, The CIA, The JKC

3:00pm/RH 108

J. DeSaegher

Disciple-We Have A Plan '

3:00pm/RH 112

M. Chapman

3:00pm/RH113

W.Baker
B. Sigmon /
D. Freerksen

4:00pm/RH 113

J. Beck

2:00pm /RH 108

N.McCuire/Staff

2:00pm/RH 112

L. Woods / C. Sargeanl

2:00pm/RH 113

B. On/L. Blast

3:00pm/RH 108

N. McOuire/StafT

Make It. Take It. Pi. 2

3:00pm / RH 112

B. Sigmon

Children's Church Ideas

3:00pm /RH 113

J. Emerick/
A. Cunningham

Tuesday

A Closer Look Al Acorn

What Is A Nursery

Wednesday

How 10 Find Peace in the
Midst of the Storm-Gaining
an Eternal Perspective

Mrs. H. Fitzpatrick

What Christians Should Know About
Education in America

2:00pm / RH 110

Mrs. B, Smith

The Continuing Process
of Forgiveness

2:00pm/RH 119

Mrs. L. Weider

How to Live With a Workaholic

2:00pm/RH 123

Mrs. D. Snyder

Beauty Isn't Skin Deep: "Esther"

3:00pm / RH 116

Mrs. J. Graham

The Church Lady
(The Minister's Wife)

The Role of Women in Ministry
How to Find Peace in the Midst of the
Storm-Gaining an Eternal Perspective

Mrs. R. Let

4:00pm /RH 125

Mrs. H. Fitzpauick

2:00pm/RH 116

Mrs. J. Falwell

Making Memories

3:00pm /RH 116

Mrs. D. Randleu

The Role of Women in Ministry

3:00pm /RH 125

Mrs. H. Fitzpatrick

4:00pm /RH 119

Mrs. B. Black

Speaker

Day

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Wednesday

2:00pm/DH ISO
(3 hour session)

2:00pm / DH 160
(3 hour session)

2:00pm / DH 160
(3 hour session)

L. Parrot

E. Scaliese

T. Clinton/
R. Hawkins

. What is a Christian Philosophy
ofEducation

Tuesday

Effective Discipline:Improving One's
Authority in the Classroom

Speaker

2:00pm/RH 102
.

Legal Issues of Campus Ministry

4:00pm/RH 102

D. Marston

Effective Evangelism and
Discipleship Materials

4:00pm / RH 104

D. Randlett

Reaching Today's Disconnected
College Students

2:00pm/RH 102

D. Adams

Ministry to Church Leaden' Children

2:00pm/RH 104

B. Bloye

Programs for High School Ministry

3:00pm/RH 102

D. Marston

3:00pm/RH 104

M. Willmington

When Culture and Christianity Collide
(Media, Music. Movies)

D. Marston

Youth Discipleship: What it is and How
to do it

R. Carwile

I am Fearfully and Wonderfully Made:
A Look at How Children Learn

4:00pm/RH 102

4 : 0 0 p m / R H 110

Panel

Question A Panel of
Experienced Educators

. 4:00pm/RH 104

2:00pm / Vines Center

D. Randlett

3:00pm / Vines Center

L. Campbell

4:00pm / Vines Center

O. Lowe

2:00pm / Vines Center

J. Price /
B.J. Green

2:00pm/FA 101
(Recital Hall)

C. Musser/
S. Helms

3 : 0 0 p m / F A 101
(Recital Hall)

W. Komplien

4:00pm / FA 101
(Recital Hall)

J. Hugo

Praise & Worship for the
Traditional Church
Electronic Keyboards:
How To Use Them
The Church Organist Buying and Using the Organ
Prism Music Preview - Three hours of
new music from Prism, hosted by Jack
Price, nationally known singer and
musician and Billy Jack Green, the
Minrarcrof Music to Musicians

Celling the Most Out
of Your Singers

Day

Monday

Time & Room
2:00pm/RHlll

3:00pm/RH 111

Tuesday

Speaker
Dr. A. McFarland

Rev. C. Dempsey

2:00pm / RH 1 Tt fig~ * t v . - R . v i a

Here I Am, Lord,
You Don't Need Moses

A Woman with a Mcssage-II King 22

Wednesday

Culture in Conflict With
Biblical Womanhood

3:00pm/RH 111

Dr. F. Schrnitt

4:00pm/RH 111

Dr. H. Fitzpatrick

Day

Monday

Tuesday

2:00pm/RH 102

D. Adams

Helping the Teenager with Crisis Issues

2:00pm/RH 104

M. Willmington

When Culture and Christianity Collide
(Peer Pressure)

3:00pm/RH 102

T. Grandstaff

Programs for Middle School Ministry

3:00pm/RH 104

D, Randlett

Programs for Secular
College Evangelism

Day

Monday

Tuesday

Strengthening Your
Counseling Ministry

Wednesday
Students...be sure to lake advantage of these informative sessions
during Super Conference XII, October 31 - November 3,1993.

Organizing and Enhancing Your Senior
Adult Ministry - Slide Presentation

3:00pm/RH 114

N. Hedding

Themes, Promotions, Games and
Decorations for Senior Adults

2:00pm/RH 114

N. Hedding

Developing a Nursing k Retirement
Home Ministry

3:00pm / RH 114

N. Hedding

Planning and Organizing
Trips for Seniors

Time & Room
2:00pm/DH 135

Speaker
R. Newman

Topic
Your Church Can Have
A Ministry To Prisoners

Introduction to Sign Language

R. Burnett

3:00pm/DH135

RCook

3:00pm/DH 136

T. McBride

Reconciliation: Erasing the
Racial Barriers That
Separate the Church

3:00pm/DH 137

S. Willmington

3:00pm/DH 138

J. Wilson

Turning Around an Old Church and
Making it Grow Again

4:00pm/DH135

| R.Cook

4:00pm/DH 136

T.Weir

Topic

Oiowtns the Country Cmuctt
From 150 to lSOO"

4:00pm /DH 137

Time Management
For the Pastor

D. Lovelt

D. Westover /
T. Gregory

3:00pm/DH 136

D. Druckenmiller

3;00pm/DH 137

D. Hcerspiuk

3:00pm/DH 138

J. Cordle

4:00pm/DH 135

R.Cook

D. Lovett

Special Projects / Fundraising

4:00pro/DH 138

H. Willminglon

2:00pm / RH 117

T. Wooldridge

3:00pm/RH 117

J. Dinsbeer

Lessons Learned Through
Financial Adversity

A. Manley

Planning Your Insurance Estate /
Planning for Retirement

2:00pm/RH 117

D. Leslie

A Christian Perspective on Finance:
Financial Freedom

3:00pm/RH 117

D. Forlano

4:00pm / R H 117

Estate Planning /
Staff

Wednesday

Estate Planning

The Chaplain and Religious Pluralism
Evangelism Explosion
Can Make A Difference
Urban Bus Ministry
Starting and Maintaining
A Single Adull Ministry (Part i)
The Single Parent: A Vital Part of an Adull
Sunday School
In Danger of Extinction: Characier
Bible Prophecy

2;00pm/DHI35

R.Cook

Starting and Maintaining an
Adult Ministry (Part II)

2:00pm/DH 137

J. Wilson

Training Your Church
for Follow Through

2:00pm / DH 138

R. Burnett

3:00pm / DH 135

R.Cook

3:00pm / DH 136

B. Appleton

3:00pm / DH 137

C. Hughes

4:00pm / DH 136

L. Haag

A Closer Look at the World

4:00pm/DH 137

D. Lovett

Communication in Marriage:
Learning to Fight Fair

4:00pm/DH 138

H. Willminglon

God Wants You Rich

Guidelines for Purchasing
Commercial Property

Church Architecture and Building:
The Plan and The Process
Preparing For An Evangelistic Event

C. Hughes

Estate Planning

Organizing A Prayer Ministry
For Your Church

Ministry To SingleParents and Those
Previously Married

4:00pm/DH 137

Estate Planning/
Staff

How To "Set the HookIn Soul Winning

3:00pm/DH 135

4;00pm/DH 136

4;00pm/RH 117

How To get Your Ministry

2:00pm/DH 138

Planning Your Insurance Estate /
Planning For Retirement

G. Albcrs

1 (In) Reach and (Out) Reach: Balance in die
Single Adult Ministry

How To Develop A Priosn Ministry

2:O0pm/DH137

3:00pm / RH 117

Introduction To Deaf Ministry
Principles For Effective Evangelism

2:00pm/DH 135
J. Tucker

Topic

Opportunities of An
Airborne Ranger Chaplain

Building A Young Married Structure
Within Your Church

2:00pm/DH 136

When You Want To Quit

Biblical Basis For Missions
Rationale For a Single Adult Ministry

4:00pm /DH 138

Coping with the
Changes in the Church

Rev. D. Crain

4:00pm/RH 117

N.Hedding

2:00pm/DH 138

Topic

The Road To Recovery
"Dealing With Cycles of Addiction"

2:00pm/RH 114

Broadening Your World View

3:00pm/RH 111

A. Manley

Topic

1, ll.-i.il:

The Senior Pastor and Youth Work

2:00pm / RH 117

Speaker

S. Willmington

Finance

Helping The Struggling Adolescent

Time & Room

2:OOpm/DH!37

Dr. J. Thorpe

Speaker

Equipping Middle Schoolers
lo Evangelize

2:00pm/DH 136

2:00pm/RH 111

Time & Room

Helping Parents Help Their
Teenagers Stand

Church Ministries

The Finishing Touch
Head to Toe Image Workshop

Day

T. GrandstafT

Understanding 1993 Youth Culture

Senior S a i n t s Conference

Sound Reinforcement Purchase and Operation
Vocal Care and Health for the
Singer and Speaker

Equipping High Schoolers to Evangelize

D. Randlett

3:00pm / RH 110

Topic

B. Bloye

3:00pm/RH 104

Effective Teaching Strategies

Speaker

D. Adami

M. Willmington

C. Schultz

Time & Room

Topic
Slrategizing to Impact
Public School Campus

3:00pm/RH 102

2:00pm/RH 110

Pastoral Leadership

Monday
Monday

How the Bible Impacts
Instructional Methodology

Praying With Power: How to
Get Your Prayers Answered

4:00pm/RH 119

Time & Room

The LifeLong Implications
of a Christian Education

Biblical World View Under Attack:
Cultural Trends In Education

Time St Room

2:00pm/RH 104

Music Ministry

Praying With Power How to
Gel Your Prayers Answered

Counseling Conference
Day

Monday

They That Wait Upon the Lord

Mrs. B. Black

Mrs. D Snyder

Day

Wednesday

How to Live WilJi
A Difficult Man -1 Samuel 25

4:00pm / RH 119

Mrs. D. Randleu.

O. Schultz

Topic

3:00pm/RH 125

Mrs. D. Lovelt

Wednesday

Tuesday

The Church Lady
(The Minister's Wife)

4:00pm/RH 125

4 : 0 0 p m / R H 110

Babies...Live and In Action

Mrs. J. Graham

3:00pm/RH 125

E. Black

Acorn Curriculum for the Primary Child

3:00pm /RH 116

4:00pm/RH 116

C. Schneider

Christian -vs- Public Education:
Should Your Church Support
Christian Schools

Make It, Take Ic. Pi. 1

Forgetting the Past
Reaching for the Future

Mrs. R. Lee

2:00pm/RH 110

Topic

Missions And More

Mrs. C. Lowery

3:00pm /RH 119

R. Carwile

Youth Ministries

A Rewarding Sports Program

2:0Opm/RM 119

Mrs. B. Smith

E. Black

Make Music Your Assistant Teacher

4:00pm/RH 112

4:00pm /RH 116

C. Schneider

4 : 0 0 p m / R H 110

3:00pm/RH 110

AWANA Pt. 2

Mrs. D. Lovelt

Speaker

Storytelling-It's Easy!
Bui YOU Have to Know How.Pt 2

P.Johnson

2:0Opru/RItU6

Tuesday

Bulletin BoardsMake It, Take It-Pt.2

Slaff

Speaker

2:00pm/RH 110
3:00pm/RH 110

Slorylelling-It't Easy!
But You Have lo Know How.Pt. 1

4:00pm/RH 113

Time & Room

Monday

Time & Room

Bulletin BoardsMake It,Take It.Pt. 1

Ladies' Conference
Day

Day

Teaching Children to Sing

AWANA la Your Local Church..Pt. 1

3:00pm /RH 113

4:00pm/RH 112

Tuesday

Speaker

C h r i s t i a n KcLu.ca.tion

Reaching the Unreached
Through Indigenous Missions
Viewpoints From A
Panel of Single Adults
The Chaplain and Pastor Partnership
Outreach Ideas for an
Adult Sunday School Class

Bible Prophecy
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KRISTEN N. ZWART
Age: 20
Major: Business
Concentrations: Marketing and
Management
Hometown: Walden, NY
Interests: Singing, playing piano,
theater, reading, jogging, hiking,
cooking, nature and animals
Quote: "Liberty has helped me mature in both my relationship with
the Lord and as a person."

ROBIN E. BABBY
Age: 21
Major: Government
Minor: English and Speech
Hometown: San Diego, CA
Interests: Discipling young people,
politics, Concerned Women for
America, skiing, waterskiing, reading
Quote: "Liberty has been a vehicle
for God to work through in my
life, and I have found lifetime
friends, new opportunities and encouragement in my spiritual
growth."

JENNIFER K. BLOMSTROM
Age: 21
Major: Speech Communications
Concentration: Communication disorders
Hometown: Hershey, PA
Interests: Singing, acting, volunteer
service, volleyball, NBA basketball, gymnastics, track
Quote: "Liberty has challenged and
encouraged me spiritually, and allowed me to experience life on the
mission field which has challenged
me to be a greater witness."

DANA C. BENTON
Age: 21
Major: Human Ecology
Minor: Psychology
Hometown: Florence, SC
Interests: Singing, aerobics, interior
decorating, shopping
Quote: " Liberty has opened my eyes
to the world around me and confirfirmed my beliefs about Christianity.'

DENISE M. COLBY
Age: 22
Major: English
Minor: Psychology
Hometown: Newport, NH
Interests: Jogging, baking, singing,
* beginning a mentor program here
at school
Quote: "Liberty has shown me that
God can use me if I let Him."

CHARITY A. CLEGG
Age: 21
Major: English with teacher certification
Minor: Music
Hometown: North Jackson, OH
Interests: singing, playing the piano
ano, going to art museums, attending plays and concerts
Quote: "Liberty has made me aware
of America's moral decay and our
responsibility to be salt and light in
the darkness."

TRACIE J. YORK
Age: 21
Major: Elementary Education
Minors: Psychology and Health/
Physical Education
Hometown: Franklin, NJ
Interests: Competitive gymnast, exercise and nutrition, aerobics, sports,
drawing, making cards, working
with children and teens
Quote: "Liberty has helped me develop a personal relationship with
Christ through personal devotions."

LAUREN R. STYLES
Age: 20
Major: Biology
Minor: Education
Hometown: Midlothian, VA
Interests: Doll houses, com husk dolls,
Disney, people
Quote: "Liberty has made me aware
of how much knowledge I have yet
to gain, made me a stronger Christian and given me lifelong friends."

"your beauty should not come from outwardadornment,
sued as braided hair and the wearing of gold jewelry and fine clothes.
Instead, it should be that of your inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle
and quiet spirit which is-.oftfreat worth in Qod's sight."
— 1 Petef-3:3,4 '

KRISTI L. TESCH
Age: 21
Major: Nursing
Hometown: Orlando, FL
Interests: Art, reading, writing, jog
ging, outdoors/hiking, swimming,
boating, skiing, children, missions,
communications/people skills,
public speaking, drama, encouragement
Quote: "Liberty has given me the opportunity to explore and internalize nrvy V>cAi<if3 vVwougti spii'nual
teaching and godly teachers."

God honors trud biblical beauty
MICHELLE A. DEBOER
Age: 21
Major: Finance
Minor: Psychology
Hometown: Fort Myers, FL
Interests: Laughing and finding humor in everyday life, sports, playing the piano, spending time with
family and friends, children
Quote: "Liberty has provided me
with an opportunity to excel in aca
demies and, more importantly, to
strengthen my relationship with
Jesus and develop close, Christian
friendships."

CLAUDIA A. EAYRES
Age: 21
Major: Health Sciences
Hometown: Lynchburg, VA
Interests: Athletics, reading, writing,
drawing
Quote: "Liberty has been the tool the
Lord has used to teach me, train me,
mature me and prepare me for

HOLLY E. THOMPSON
Age: 20
Major: Elementary Education
Concentrations: Health/Psychology
Hometown: Virginia Beach, VA
Interests: Exercising, hiking, reading, sewing, singing, playing the
piano, crafts
Quote: "Liberty has provided a
Christian environment that has benfited my emotional and, most importantly spiritual growth during
these last three and a half years."

MARY ANNE E. EMMONS
Age: 20
Major: English
Minor: Math
Hometown: Suffolk, VA
Interests: Playingflute,drama, dance,
literature, piano, writing.childrcn's
music director
Quote: "Liberty has prepared me for
the witnessing opportunities
ahead."

Most pageants support the belief that beauty lies in the eye of the
beholder. They define it as a physical appearance deemed attractive.
by the observer's personal preference.
.••!.>
Yet,
the
Miss
Liberty
pageant
is
based
on
a
biblical
beauty
whioh
•
PAULA L. DUNN
is usually quite the opposite.
Age: 21
Major: Music
True beauty lies within the individual, not in the eye of tbo\
Minor: Counseling
beholder. And it is not a tangible characteristic to be negotiated^
Hometown: Bangor, ME
Rather, it is recognized as a God-given, inner quality.
/'..
Interests: Sing, writing music and
The world's perception of beauty is often based on an illusion* .It
stories, reading, travel
is built on the commercialization of man-made products and sold byQuote: "Liberty has providedaChristfamous names and faces.
centered education, a means to
Cover Girl boasts that it is "redefining beautiful." Estee Lauder
achieve my degree through academclaims
to bring inner beauty to "fruition." Loreal asserts you can.be.;
ic and singing scholarships, and
"more
beautiful
by design." Clarion states you can actually "care,
exposed me to the needs overseas."
yourself beautiful."
Revlon promises it will make you one of "the most unforgettable
women in the world." Vanderbilt is a little closer to the truth. At least'
it admits it "releases the splendor of you."
Still, contrary to what society tells us, true beauty cannot be
purchased, applied and replenished. It is not a new outfit, hairstyle
or application of makeup.
•••'
So what does the Bible say makes a woman beautiful?
The gift of kindness. One of the most classic examples of
kindness in the entire Bible is seen in the life of Ruth. After the death1
of her first husband, she had no obligation whatsoever to help or!
continue with her mother-in-law Naomi.
Nonetheless, Ruth not only embraced Naomi's true God as her
Lord, she actually assumed the role of Naomi's fleshly daughter.
Ruth 2:11 says that Boaz commented on this the first time he met
with her.
Shortly after their meeting, God eventually repaid Ruth's kindness with multiplied blessings. As the story turned out, Ruth married !
the godly Boaz, bore him a son, became the great-grandfather of
King David and found a place in the geneology of Christ (Matthew
1:5).
:•.-

WENDY R. HINES
Age: 21
Major: Elementary Education
Minor: Speech and Psychology
Hometown: Kennesaw, GA
Interests: Children, reading, laughing, listening
Quote: "Liberty has opened my eyes
U) the need for Christ everywhere."

WENDY M. LATHAM
•'
Age: 21
Major: Music Education
Hometown: Lakeland, FL
Interests: I enjoy singing and play-'
ing die piano for church choirs,'
working with children, conducting a music camp for grades 4'-6.
Quote: "Liberty has opened my
eyes to the hurting world in whioh
we live."

An understanding of communication. Another beauti ful quality
God gave women is the ability to influence others through communication. In 1 Samuel 25, Abigail's communication with David
influenced him in a tremendously powerful way.
EVELYN A. SODEN
David was about to take revenge for being treated poorly by Age: 22
Abigail's husband, Nabal. When she saw David, she acknowledged Major: Elementary Education
that her husband had acted foolishly. Then she shifted David's Minor: English and Psychology
Hometown: Forest, VA.
attention from her husband to his God.
Interests:
Fluent in Spanish, dramat' 'Her communication skills and her wisdom in challenging David to
ics,
painting,
puppeteering, workhonor God diffused his anger and saved her household. By using a
ing
extensively
with TRBC middle
humble appeal rather than an angry demand, she prevented disaster.
school youth, memorizing ScripA desire to serve. Yet another beautiful quality given to females
ture verses
by God is a desire to serve Christ. John 12:1-7 illustrates that serving Quote: "Liberty has provided me
others doesn't imply weakness, but rather a voluntary release of
with excellent academic training in
one's rights and privileges for a higher purpose.
an environment where I am taught
While Martha was serving dinner and Lazarus reclined at the table,
godly principles."
Mary took a pound of very costly perfume and annointed Jesus' feet
and wiped His feet with her hair.
"The disciples were surprised and asked why the costly perfume
was not sold for 300 denari which could've been given to the poor.
Jesus instructed the disciples to leave her alone and honored Mary for
her actions.
God specifically created women with the gift of kindness, an
• ^ ^ ^ |
understanding of communication and a desire to serve so they may
better reflect His glory. As a result, each of the Miss Liberty
contestants truly exemplifies biblical beauty.
— By David Hart, Feature Editor

MISS LIBERTY CONTESTANTS — Front row (left to right)
Holly Thompson, Maryanne Emmons, Kelly Maiolo, Denise Colby,
Paula Dunn, Robin Babby, Lauren Syles, Wendy Hines, Wendy
Latham. Middle row (left to right) Wendy Mayes, Tammy Pryor,
Evelyn Soden, Tracie York, Jennifer Blostrom, Kristi Tesch, Jennifer Strait. Back row (left to right) Dana Benton, Michelle DeBoer,
Fadhila Samuel, Claudia Eayres, Kristen Zwart, Charity Clegg.

KELLY L. MAIOLO
Age: 21
Major: Math
Minor: Psychology/Education
Hometown: Columbus, NC
Interests: Piano, basketball, volleyball, skiing, sewing, soccer,
shopping, meeting new people,
making lasting freindships
Quote: " Liberty has taught me to
be independent and to make my
own decisions, not only socially
bul academically and spiritually."
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WENDY S. MAYES
Age: 22
Major: Elementary Education
Minor: Music/Psychology
Hometown: Alexandria, VA
Interests: Musicals, plays, choir and
ensemble, saxophone, missions,
discipleship, a ministry called
SOUL, baseball slats
Quote: "Liberty has given me guide
lines to develop discipline and a de
sire to live above reproach, opportunities to minister and relationships to sharpen and encourage."

JENNIFER A. STRAIT
Age: 21
Major: English
Minor: Education
Hometown: Kalispell, MT
Interests: Reading, hiking, camping,
aerobics, writing, collecting tea pots
and children's books — "Winnie
the Pooh"
Quote: " Liberty has taught me to
focus on Christ in every area of my
life."

TAMMY R. PRYOR
Age: 22
Major: Music Education/Instrumental
Minor: Business
Hometown: Smithsburg, MD
Interests: Playing the saxophone and
piano, singing with my family, taking pictures, substitute teaching,
laughing
Quote: "My walk with Christ has
been strengthened, and I have
learned lessons of eternal importance that I will carry with me
for the rest of my life."
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FADHILA R. SAMUEL
Age: 21
Major: Elementary Education
Concentrations: Math and Psychology
Hometown: Newport News, VA
Interests: I enjoy running, dancing,
spelunking and just about any other
athletic activity, sewing, crafts, cooking
Quote: "Liberty has helped me mature spiritually, intellectually and
socially."
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Operation Rescue founder addresses, urges political activism
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS and
MAINA MWAURA
More than 400 LU students attended a heated
question and answer session with Randall
Terry, founder of Operation Rescue, sponsored by the Liberty University Student Alliance on Thursday, Oct. 14, in DeMoss 160.
As soon as Terry opened the microphone to
the audience, questions arose regarding everything from modern ethics and the Los Angeles riotstohow far a Christian should go concerning civil disobedience.
"We're not heretotake issue; we're here to
take over," Terry stated.
According to Terry, he did not come to
Liberty to talk about pro-life activism, although that was the subject on most of the
audience's mind. When questions were asked
about his activist career, Terry was on the
defensive.
"If you don't have something that you arc
willing to die for, then don't go out to the
battlefield," Terry explained.
Operation Rescue's mission is to save unborn children in dangerof abortion, according
to Terry.
What is Operation Rescue's means? Terry
claims anything it takes, short of harming
others.
"For someone to execute an abortionist is
wrong. That's for the sword of the state,"
Terry stated.
Even though Terry had a couple of dissidents listening, the majority of the audience
thought he was right on target.
"Randall Terry is my hero. He stands up for

"If you don't have something
that you are willing to die for,
then don't go out to the
battlefield."
— Randall Terry
Founder, Operation Rescue
what he believes in," Shannon Lamdin, LU
senior from California, said.
In addition, Terry addressed the university
during convocation on Friday, Oct. 15.
During both speaking engagements, Terry
challenged his listeners to do something about
the abortion crisis.
"Are you an activist? Are you goingtotake
your beliefs and translate them into actions?"
he asked.
Operation Rescue began more than 10 years
ago, soon after Terry graduated from Elim
Bible Institute. Since then, he has participated
in various things to stop what he coins the
"abortion mills."
"I believe in the gamut of pro-life work.
I've started a home for unwed mothers, crisis
pregnancy centers and picketed clinics," he
explained.
Terry claims that his present way of fighting against abortion, though considered extreme by many opponents, is a way of "obeying God rather than man."
For biblical examples, Terry cited Rahab
the harlot, the Hebrew midwives who refused
to kill Moses and Moses' parents.

Responding to a question, Terry said his
views are not situational ethics or using the
ends to justify the means.
"The ends arc the glory of God; the means
is the law of God," he said.
In addition, while Terry said he would not
kill an abortionist—"For someone to summarily execute a doctor is wrong"—he did not
have a problem with destroying property.
"Trespass laws arc not equal to laws against
murder. Human life is more important than
property," he stated.
The activist told students not to focus on the
abortion problem as a cause or a political
focus point.
"You have to realize we're talking about
babies. Not issues, not agendas," Terry said.
Terry's visit, sponsored by the Student
Alliance, was a direct result from a coalition
of student organizations on campus including
the College Republicans, Students Angry
About Abortion (SAAA), Eagle Forum and
the local chapter of Concerned Women for
America (CWA).
Student Alliance leaders felt that the meeting was effective.
"These types of meetings always stir people
up," Jason Williams, head of the Student
Alliance, said.
"Our mission is to drive (homosexuals and
abortionists) back into the closet and off the
face of the earth," he said. "Extreme tactics
arc the stuff political change is made of."
In addition, Terry stressed that he was not
abandoning prayer for action.
"This is a movement that's been birthed in

Around the town...
LYNCHBURG COMMUNITY
MARKET CELEBRATES FALL
The Lynchburg Community Market and WGOL-FM will be hosting
the seventh annual Harvest Festival
on Saturday, Oct. 30, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. with events ranging from karate
exhibitions and pony rides to activities for children and great giveaways.
The show features the market's
annual pumpkin carving and costume
contest for kids under the age of 14 to
displays of real-life rescue vehicles,
courtesy of the Lynchburg Lifesaving Crew.
In addition, WGOL-FM will be
giving away great prizes including
inuic Vnun 5 0 0 fiuun^-viu ami Wiu\s

for safe trick-or-treating, free sundaes from Dairy Queen, coloring
books and child car shades, courtesy
ofToys-R-Us.

The event is sponsored by The
Framery, Lynchburg Cablevision and
Bikes Unlimited.
The schedule of events includes:
9 a.m. - Dog obedience demonstrations, courtesy of the Dog Owners
Training Club.
10 a.m. - Karate Exhibition by
Jhoon Rhec Karate.
10:30 a.m. - Deadline for entries in
the market's Pumpkin Carving and
Costume Contest.
11 a.m. - Judging of the Pumpkin
Carving Contest.
11 a.m. - Lynchburg Children's
Dance Theater performance.
11:30 a.m. Judging of Children's

Admission is free. Additional information can be obtained by calling
the market office at 847-1499.
LYNCHBURG ARTS CENTER
The Lynchburg Fine Arts Center
will be holding its second annual
"Very Haunted House" on Friday,
Oct 29, and Saturday, Oct. 30, from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m.
The house, presented by the center's
staff, special events committee and
volunteers, boasts of the scariest
ghouls and goblins that come out to
haunt the center, which is transformed
into dark passageways and spooky
chambers.
Admission is $2.50 for children 12

C - o a V u m c C-onVcsY.

12 p.m. Magic show by Party Ani- and under, adults $5. Tickets are sold
mals.
at the door and concessions will be
12:45 p.m. Lynchburg Elite Gym- available. For additional information,
nastics performance.
contact the center at 846-8451.

photo by Pamela E. Wakk

TAKING POLITICAL ACTION — Randall Terry, founder of Operation
Rescue, encouraged LU students to take physical action against abortion during
a Student Alliance meeting held on Tuesday, Oct. 12, in DeMoss 160.
prayer and sustained in prayer. You're
supposed to pray and then act," Terry stated.
Some students who have heard of Terry
before agreed with his feelings on prayer.
"From what I've know, he's very biblical. I
believe he's a man of God," Chris Anthony, a
LU student from New York, said.
Furthermore, Terry urged Liberty students
to return to the Bible for all decisions.
"All systems of morality are based on

someone's system. If you don't base morality
on a law of God, you don't have a solid base,"
he said.
However, even if students do not agree with
his methods, Terry'encourages them to do
something besides "puUing bumper stickers
on cars."
"You have to pray like it all depends on God
and act like it all depends on us," Terry concluded.

Dow Jones offers scholarship possibilities,
opens door to new careers in journalism
FROM STAFF REPORTS
The 1994 Editing Intern Program,
sponsored by the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund, has announced that it is
offering a limited number of $1,000
scholarships to selected students
across the United States.
Supported by the Dow Jones Foundation and other newspaper companies, The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund
is a nonprofit foundation which encourages young people to consider
journalism as a career.
Furthermore, the program offers a
limited number of $1,000 scholarships, paid summer internship at a
daily newspaper and two weeks of
pre-intemship training on a college

colleges and phone numbers is
campus.
The scholarship is open to all col- supplied with each application.
Participating newspapers include
lege juniors, seniors and graduate
the
Cape Code Times, The Boston
students who would like to spend
Globe,
USA Today, The Washington
their summer crafting headlines and
Post,
San
Jose Mercury News, The
news stories on a copy desk.
Columbus
Dispatch, Detroit News,
To enter, each applicant must subDetroit
Free
Press, San Antonio
mit: a complete application, a 500Express-News,
The Kansas City Star,
word essay, a resume of all colleges
Star-Tribune,
The Ledger of
attended and jobs held and a list of
Lakeland,
Fla.
and
The Wall Street
college courses and grades.
Journal.
In addition, each student must
An application can be obtained by
complete the one-hour Controlled
calling
the Newspaper Fund at 1 -800Editing/Writing exercise supplied by
DOWFUND
or stopping by the
the Newspaper Fund to a journalism
campus
placement
office. Students
professor who will act as a test monimay
also
write
to
the
fund at P.O. Box
tor.
300,
Princeton,
NJ
08543-0300.
A list of test monitors and their
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A Student's Guide
to State and Local Elections
Students must exercise right to vote, have knowledge of candidates
By PAMELA E. WALCK
Every political candidate has a bountiful
News Editor
supply of good ideas and countless plans, but
As election time rolls around, the impor- voting for the one who will best represent you
tance of exercising your right to vote has once and implement what they so adamantly stress
again proven to be critical to the mTm^!mm^m
during the long trek into office is the
future of the nation, the Com- A l i a l y S l S key.
monwealth of Virginia and the ^^mm^^mmmm
But before you even begin to exercity of Lynchburg.
cisc your right to vote, you must be registered.
For students who are Virginia residents Although it only takes a few moments to fill
and registered to vote, the following page has out the forms at your city's voter registrar's
been prepared to help ensure that you are office, voter registration is one of the most
voting out of knowledge for the best candi- grossly neglected rights today's busy Americans overlook.
date and not out of ignorance.
MARY SUE TERRY: Democratic
Candidate for Governor
Terry, a native of rural Patrick
County, holds a bachelor's degree
from Westhampton College of the
University of Richmond. She earned
a master's degree and a law degree at
the University of Virginia.
Terry served five terms in the House
of Delegates before her election as
Attorney General in 1985 and 1989.
According to current Washington
polls Terry, with 39 percent, is trailing opponentGeorge Allen, who leads
with 52 percent of all possible votes.
DON BEYER: Democratic
Candidate for Lt. Governor
Beyer was born in a US Army
Hospital in Trieste, Italy, on June 20,
1950.
He received his education at
Gonzaga College High School, Washington, D.C., and Williams College,
Williamstown, Mass., where he graduated in 1972 with a B.A. in economics.
'
After graduation, Beyer joined Don
Beyer Motors, Falls Church, Va., as a
vehicle parts truck driver. By 1989 he
was VP of the company.
BILL DOLAN: Democrat Candidate for Attorney General
Dolan, a lifelong resident of Arlington County, graduated from Marquette
University in Milwaukee in 1967 and earned a law degree from the Columbus
School of Law at Catholic University in 1972.
He has been an attorney in private practice for 22 years, most recently serving
as the managing partner of the Virginia office of the law firm, Venable, Baetjer
and Howard.
GIL COBBS: Democrat Candidate for VA Delegate, District 6
Cobbs is a veteran of the U.S. Navy and has been a public school classroom
teacher and principal for over three decades. He has been a city council
member from 1990-1993 and the director of the Greater Lynchburg Chamber
of Commerce. Cobbs is also a member of the Lynchburg Rotary Club and
director of the Centra Health Foundation.

Since there are no registration fees, the only
two main requirements for a federal election
are that you be 18 years of age or older and a
United States citizen. In addition, state elections require that you be a resident of the state
as well.
Information that you should have available
when you register includes: your full legal
name and home address, the length of time
you have lived at that address, when and
where you were born, your social security
number and the name of any place you have
been a registered voter.

MARY SUE TERRY
TAXES / DEFICIT:

In the state of Virginia, you do not have to
register by a political party, although that is
your prerogativeand subjecttochangeamong
the other 49 slates in the Union.
Should you be physically handicapped or
out of state during an election, you can file for
an absentee ballot as an alternative. For college students, absentee ballots arc an effective way of exercising the right to vote while
away from home.
Furthermore, if you arc not registered to
vote, you have unfortunately missed the cut
off date which is 30 days before the election.

GEORGE ALLEN

tax into cut
million
years.

TAXES / D E F I C I T :
Will veto sales or income
tax increases. Proposes action to balance budget by
cutting state expenditures.

EDUCATION:
Favors p r e - k i n d e r g a r t e n
schooling. Did not state her
views on parental choice for
education and OutcomeBased Education in Virginia.

EDUCATION:
Favors parental choice in
education for public or private. Opposes Virginia's
Outcome-Based Education
Program proposal.

WELFARE / HEALTH /
CHILD CARE:
Plans to create a cabinet level
coordination of services to
children. Did not respond to
views or plans regarding
welfare reform, Workfare,
Learnfare, HIV safeguards or
state regulation or church
run day care.

WELFARE / HEALTH /
CHILD CARE:

C R I M E / DRUGS:
Favors additional gun control laws, death penalty and
youth offender "boot camp."
Strongly opposes concept of
abolishing parole for violent
offenders.

C R I M E / DRUGS:
Proposes abolishing parole
for violent offenders. Favors
drug testing for prisiohers
and stiffer sentences for gun
crime. Considers gun control laws ineffective.

Does not rule out
creases, but plans
spending by $500
during the next four

If you fit into this category, you may wish to
registerathomeduring Thanksgiving orChristmas vacation which will prevent you from
missing out on any possible local elections in
the spring.
If you live in the city of Lynchburg and are
not registered to vote, you can do so by stopping by the Lynchburg voter registrar's office,
Monday through Friday during regular business hours or by calling 847-1609.
Information used in this article regarding
voter registration was provided by the Virginia State Board of Elections.

GEORGE ALLEN: Republican
Candidate for Governor
Allen, a resident of Earlysville in
Albemarle County, graduated with
distinction from the University of
Virginia in 1974 with a B.A. in history. He earned his Juris Doctorate in
1977.
After law school, Allen served in
the House of Delegates and as a U.S.
Representative from the 7th Congressional District.
He and his wife, Susan, have two
children: daughter Tyler is 5 years
old and son Forrest is 2.
MIKE FARRIS: Republican
Candidate for Lt. Governor
Farris, a resident of Lincoln in Loudon County, graduated magna cum
laude from Western Washingon University in 1973 and the J.D., Gonzaga
University School of Law in 1976
with honors.
He is a consi tut ional lawyer and the
author of four books.
He has been married for 21 years
and has nine children, ranging in age
from 18 to a newborn.

Proposes workfare-based
welfare reform plans and
market-based health care
reform. Favors Learnfare,
HIV/AIDS notification and
other HIV restrictions. Opposes state regulation of
church-run day care.

JIM GILMORE: Republican Candidate for Attorney General
Gilmore has been Henrico Commonwealth's attorney for six years and
supervises a staff of 15 prosecutors. Gilmore established a Victim/Witness
Assistance Program to protect the rights of victims.

Information for thfi comparhon w u provided by ClUunthlp '93 Vottr'i Guide published by • Joint, non-partisan voter education Mrvlce.

STEVE NEWMAN: Republican Candidate for VA Delegate, District 6
Newman, a small business owner since 1988, is also the financial representative for Mass Mutual, First Colony and Jefferson National Life.
A Virginia Delegate since 1992, Newman is a member of the Education,
Roads & Internal Navigation and the Agriculture Committees.
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Don't forget to vote on
Tuesday, Nov. 21
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J.CREW
c.w.
TENT SALE
at J. Crew • Lynchburg, VA
October 27, 28, 29 1993
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
October 30, 1993
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
MENS, LADIES AND UNISEX MERCHANDISE
Limited sizes and colors available HUGE SAVINGS

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27th

40%-70% OFF REGULAR CATALOG PRICES
THURSDAY, OCT. 28th

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 25% OFF WED. SALES PRICES

T

FRI. AND SAT., OCT. 29-30th

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 50% OFF WED. SALE PRICES

I
From Charlottesville: Rl. 29 South lo 501- North
From Roanoke: Rl. 460 To Lynchburg lo Rl, 221
From Farmville: Rl. 460 West lo Lynchburg
From Greensboro: Rl. 29 North lo 501 North

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $ioo a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $154,031*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$211 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start planning yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888.
Rt. 221 South, Greenstone Commercial Center
Lynchburg, VA
Turn leli onio Dillard Dr. from Enterprise Dr.
1st Bldg. Past Wcxco on the left

75 years of e n s u r i n g the future
for those w h o shape it."

J

*AjJU/niny an interest rate of 6.50% Crtmtff to TIAA Retirement Annuities. Tbu rate is usedwitty to sbon- the power and effect of compounding. Lower or bujber ratej *vuU
prtduie very different results. CHEFcertificates art distributed by TIAA-CREF Indtviduul and Institutional Services.
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Group helps students with eating disorders
behaviors come into play," she continued.
"Because of my burden, I had to have someEating disorders are more prevalent at Lib- one help mc who was in the counseling field
erty University than most students realize, who could be liable as far as insurance goes,
according to Dawn Elliott, a fifth year senior and that was when I met with Stephanie
who works as a counselor with a Light Asso- Sweat," Elliott said.
ciates support group that helps students with
Stephanie Sweat, a counselor with Light
anorexia and bulimia.
Associates, has been working with students
"I struggled with an eating disorder for with eating disorders on campus for two years.
"We handle any type of counseling. On the
seven years, and I had a burden for this campus because I know that there are a lot of campus we handle cases dealing with eating
students on this campus that struggle with an disorders, adult children of alcoholics, dyseating disorder. I was an RA last quarter, and functional families, physical and sexual abuse
and self esteem issues," Sweat said.
I saw the need," Elliott said.
"The hardest thing to deal with is that there
According to a campus survey, Elliot found
that one out of four college students struggle are so many people with problems, but they
with some type of eating disorder such as have no financial ability. There is an office on
anorexia, bulimia or compulsive overeating. campus, but it is not supported by the univer"I think that a lot of students do know they sity," she continued.
Sweat encourages students who are dealing
have a problem with either anorexia or bulimia, but we are seeing a lot more of overeat- with fanancial difficulties to come regardless
ing. Compulsive overeating has been more of the situation. She will help work out the
finances situation so that nobody is turned
labeled in the 90s," Elliott stated.
Bulimia is binging and purging. The per- away.
"Everything that is said is kept completely
son consumes a large amount of food and gets
rid of it by self vomitation, laxatives, diuret- confidential. Students worry about their priics or compulsive exercising. Compulsive vacy and confidentiality, but everything that
overeating is just eating large amounts of food is said is protected," Sweat said.
withoutt getting rid of it
"I have heard of success stories and have
received
personal notes from time to time.
However, the main reason for an eating disThis
is
an
encouragement as well as proof that
order is not just because of a poor self image.
the
counseling
does work," Sweat said.
"I believe the main reasons go back to the
Both
Elliot
and
Sweat would like to encourfamily environment you grew up in, dysfuncage
students
who
need counseling to take care
tional or abusive families or relationships.
of
it
as
soon
as
possible.
We have seen people who are not even aware
"The longer you wait, the harder it is to get
of this themselves, and that is where counselcounseling
and the more pain you are going to
ing is involved.
have
to
go
through yourself. True healing
"A lot of it also stems from the social realm
never
comes
until you are able to be real and
we are in. You have to be thin and beautiful;
drop
your
mask
to be vulnerable to healing,"
and if you are not, then you are nothing,"
Elliot
encourages.
Elliot said.
photo Illustration by Scott Cullcj
The eating disorder support group meets
"Satan is themaster deceiver, and if he can
LONGING
FOR
FREEDOM
—
Students
with
eating
disorders
often link their
every
Wednesday
3:30
4:30
in
TE
136.
make us believe that we are failures or that we
weight
to
their
self-image.
Light
Associates'
eating
disorder
group
offers hope
Additional
information
can
be
obtained
by
are not good enough, then we will buy into
calling
Light
Associates
at
2514.
that lie, and that is where these self destructive
by providing professional and confidential counseling.
By BARBARA LEONARD
Champion Reporter

High school drop out prepares for medical school
11 out of 15. With these high scores and an third grade," he said.
Even though he was a high school drop out,
interview with the medical school Holliday
Holliday entered Liberty in 1982 to become
"I'm having a blast right now," William was accepted.
"Bill" Holliday, a Liberty student who will
When asked why he was accepted to a pastor. Again with low grades and financial
enter medical school next year without a high E.V.M.S.,Hollidaysaidhebelievesitwasfor difficulties, he left Liberty within two years.
Holliday then met his wife Susan and settled
school or college degree, said.
several reasons.
"I'm 30 years old, playing hockey, going to
"Eastern Virginia is a little different than down.
"I had pretty much taught myself Greek
school, getting good grades and have been ac- the traditional school. They look a little more
cepted into medical school a year early; that's highly on the older applicant. They seem to and about a years worth of Hebrew," Hollinever happened here before," Holliday said. have a little more of a positive slant toward day who returned in 1991 to Liberty to be a
biblical studies major, said.
Now a junior biology major, Holliday had Christians," he said.
Soon, after reading an article for a class
never seriously considered becoming a docHolliday is now taking courses needed to
tor until he talked to a doctor friend. He then enter medical school next August but will not and speaking with a friend, Holliday decided
to take a biology class.
decided to apply to Eastern Virginia Medical graduate from Liberty.
Holliday then discovered his love for biolSchool (E.V.M.S.). Holliday took the medi"I haven't actually declared a major becal college aptitude test that tests students in cause I haven't filled up my core classes," ogy, and pulled his grade point average of
areas of biology, general chemistry, organic Holliday said. "I will not get a degree from 1.25 in 1991 uptoa3.2 two years later. Ashis
grade point average soared, Holliday focused
chemistry and physics.
Liberty. I am 25 hours (credits) short."
"I did really really well on the test," HolliSince he did not have enough credits to on medical school and enjoying college.
"It's fun being here," Holliday said. As an
day said. Even though he had not taken gen- even graduate from high school, half way
eral chemistry, organic chemistry or physics, through his senior year, Holliday dropped out. auto mechanic in Lynchburg and a goal tenhe scored a nine out of 10 in the biology "High school was a culmination of errors. der for the hockey team, he said that he is
section and in the physics section he made an Academically, I had never done well past enjoying his time here at Liberty.

By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

The Pyramid Salesmen Strategy

graphic bj Todd Hlrihman

However, Holliday said that younger students seem to forget to have fun while at
college. "So many of them are so driven.
They are extremely goal oriented. Especially
the freshmen who want to get into medical
school. They sometimes forget it's fun to be
here," he said.
"Just have fun," is Holliday's advice for
younger students. He also said that they
should strive for important things.
"Money is nothing. Integrity is something
that can't be taken away. I'd encourage them
to build that. Concentrate on your own integrity," he said.
"I'm going to have as much integrity as a
physician as I do as an auto mechanic. I'm not
going to change. All I'm going to do is alter
what I work on. I work on cars; now I'll work
on people. The one thing I'll carry with both
jobs is integrity," Holliday said.
"Being an auto mechanic, orthopedics is
right up your line. [Surgeons] use nuts and
bolts. They just use them differently," he said.

Answers Please
"What do you
think is the best
way to witness?"
"A good Christian testimony is
the best way to
witness."

Rusty Kline
Tampa Fla.

"Having a friendship first is the
best way; then
you can share
your faith with
them."
Chris Townes
Alta Vista, Va.

"Handing
out
tracts is effective
because you never
know whose hands
they're going to
fall into."
Carlene Hammond
Patterson, N.J.

"Sharing through
the the Word of
God is one of the
best ways to witness."
Jewel Cornelius
Dominica

"The best way
to "witness is
with the life you
lead."

Daniel Vinersar
Romania
'
By Kristen Wright

'Exposed': Columnist reveals pyramid salesmen's tactics
All of us have
been confronted by
someone who promise us financial gain
through a system.
Theyareknownas
pyramid programs:
you are the top of
your pyramid and
the more people that
you get under you JOHN L.
and the more people
each of those people SCOTT
get under them will • • • • • • • • ^ • • • • • ^
ultimately benefit you.
That way, they can do the work for you,
and you can sluff-off life.
It is this mentality that ultimately controls
the strategy of the salesmen of such systems.
I don't want to mention the name of any of
these companies; but for the purpose of this
column, just read along and see if you can

NFi.SON CHAPMAN

Do you think your
sin is unforgivable?
"And Cain said to the Lord, 'My punishment is too
great to bear! Behold, Thou hast driven me this day
from the face of the ground; and from Thy face I shall
be hidden, and I shall be a vagrant and a wanderer on
the earth, and it will come about that whoever finds me
will kill me (Genesis 4:13-14)."'
Do you feel as if you've sinned so much that God
can't forgive you? Are you feeling as if there is no way
that you could be intimate with the Lord again because
you've sinned against Him so many times?
Well, you're not alone. Many believers honestly
feel that they have crossed into the "unforgivable
zone." Sadly* many fellow brothers and sisters in
Christ harbor the belief that the Lord has abandoned
them for sinning. They feel that He has walked away

identify with the following scenario:
want to get involved. He may say, "I have an his job...or something.
1. The first thing that typifies the sales- idea for you that could earn you some money"
He will say that his company is a great way
man is that he will suddenly become a or "I know of a business venture that you will to supplement your income, and one day you
better friend than he really is to you. You want to know about" or "Wanna earn some can support yourself completely.
may have been friends with this person in the serious cash?"
6. He has never met this ethereal person
past but have never really talked to him reHe should be saying, "Wanna be a stepping who quit his job by joining the business. If
cently.
stone to me so that I can earn some serious you pin the salesman down, he will not have
He will come out of the woodwork and be cash?"
met him.
a little loo eager to dismiss. It usually starts
4. He will not tell you the name of this
He won't really know too many details
with a phone call or meeting you in the hall. incredible business opportunity. He will about this man, or is it woman who quit her
Beware.
not tell you the name of the company.
job...er...supplemented her income almost
You're a mere concrete slab for his pyraI guess this is to prevent you from saying, complctely...er...
mid.
"Oh, I get it, one of those pyramid programs.
7. He will set up an appointment with you
2. He will ask about what is going on in Well I'm not joining, buster! Just take your to talk about this incredible financial
your life for the first four orfiveminutes. little speech and get lost Bucko."
venture. Incredible for whom? It will usually
He will try to act like he is interested by asking They want calm concrete bricks in their be a talk over: (a) a coffee, (b) donuts or (c)
a lot of questions. The topic will usually come pyramid.
lunch. This talk, he will assure you will be
around to employment and career. Don't kid
5. He will tell you of a person who quit his "just 15 minutes of your time."
yourself. The salesman will be getting to the job by joining the business. He will have
He will say that it is also a talk about how
point very soon.
visions of grandeur, explaining how you can things have been since he hasn' t seen you., .but
3. He will then speak of an incredible quit your job just like that person, in Washing- get real.
business opportunity in which you would ton, D.C., or is it Washington State who quit
I have warned you.

with the intention of never coming back into their lives. In sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."
deep despair, they cry out, "My sorrow is beyond healing, W. A. Criswell once related a story about an evangelist
my heart is faint within me (Jeremiah 8:18)."
in India who went by the name of Sammy. Formerly a
This was Cain's attitude. After he had murdered his Hindu, Sammy made it his custom to carry a large Bible
brother Abel, Cain was given the opportunity to repent
under his arm while he held an umbrella over his head
by means of the Lord'sconversauon with him, but he
to keep cool.
refused to confess any sin. After the Lord judged
One morning, little Sammy was walking down a
him, Cain reacted without true repentance.
typical Indian road and came upon the barracks of
In fact, he viewed God's judgement of his sin as
some English soldiers. Since he frequented that
the abandonment of God. Although God never said
road often, the English soldiers recognized Sammy
that forgiveness wasn't attainable, Cain isolated
as he approached with his large Bible and umhimself from having a relationship with
brella.
God and from the forgiveness of God. He
One of the British soldiers mockingly
condemned himself by refusing to repent
said, "Say, Sammy, how is Jesus this
and thought God could not forgive him
morning?" Little Sammy stopped dead
God is always willing to forgive His
in his tracks. He looked sternly at the
children's sins. The Lord Jesus doesn't
soldiers and said with conviction, "1
abandon us in our sins. Rather, let it be
will answer you out of the Holy
said that He is always faithful, and we
Book which came to us from your
are the unfaithful. I John 1:9 procountry."
claims, "If we confess our sins, He is
With that, he turned to Hefaithful and just to forgive us of our
brews 13:8 and said, "Jesus Christ

the same yesterday, and today, and for ever." He then
continued on his walk.
Hours later, two of the British soldiers knocked on
the door of Sammy's humble home. When the little
evangelist answered the knocking, one of the soldiers
said, "Sammy, we are ashamed of ourselves. This
morning we asked you how Jesus was, and you read to
us out of the Holy Book, 'Jesus Christ the same yesterday, today, and forever.'"
The solider continued, "When we were back home,
we were Christians, and we served the Lord. But we
have fallen away, liule Sammy. We have come to
apologize and ask forgiveness for what we said this
morning. We want you to know we are coming back.
We are coming back into the love and service and
ministry of our dear Lord."
Jesus Christ is ready to receive anyone who has
sinned back into His fellowship upon repentance. Don't
ever believe you've sinned so much that God cannot
forgive you. If you have fallen, ask Jesus to forgive and
pick you up. There is nothing you have done that the
blood of Christ has not and cannot cover.
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...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17

Champion offers welcome
to alumni, families, friends
The Liberty Champion offers a sincere welcome to the many alumni,
family and friends descending on campus this weekend. With plenty of
Homecoming festivities planned, the weekend promises to be fun-filled
and exciting.
As Liberty enters its 22nd year, a new phenomenon develops as second
generation students attend the university. This brings a new spirit of
loyalty and tradition to a young campus.
The university has experienced both tumult and triumph in the past five
years; but through many prayers and support of alumni and other friends
of the university, the storm has passed, and the future looks bright.
However, aside from the Homecoming football game and other activities remains the underlying purpose for Homecoming: Reunion. It is
refreshing to reunite with old friends, rekindle old acquaintances and
fellowship with people of like mind. Because of its unique purpose and
history, Homecoming at Liberty University can also be a time of thanksgiving, thanksgiving to God for His graciousness and toward His purpose
and plan for the university.
What separates Liberty from other college homecomings is the fellowship of believers; here, at least for a weekend, graduates can escape the
pressures of the real world and come to the mountain where everyone
believes basically the same way. But both alumni and graduating
students should not forget the purpose of Liberty University: Training
young people in every profession to use their training for the ultimate
glory of God.
The Liberty Champion encourages visitors and students alike to take
part in the various activities and celebrate the spirit of Homecoming and
the spirit of reunion.

Read My Lips ...
University of Massachusetts Chancellor David Scott joked to the press
that his decision to keep the university's Minuteman mascot was the
"second shot heard round the world."
In keeping with Massachusett's tradition of political correctness, a
faction of students told the administration that the Minuteman, a statue
symbolizing the American Revolutionary War soldier ready to fight the
British at a moment's notice, offended them by portraying several things.
First, they claimed, the statue promotes sexism because it depicts a man.
Then, because the statue presumably depicts a white man, it is also
deemed racist; and of course, the fact that the soldier is wielding his
weapon promotes violence and warmongering.
It is sad that in the very state where the nation's first pangs of growth
were felt, where the Boston Massacre and tea party were held and where
Paul Revere made his midnight ride to summon the Minutemen in Lexington and Concord should seek to strike this tradition from its heritage.
Perhaps the UMASS students would prefer if the features of the statue
were softened, the inscription on the baseplate changed to "Minuteperson" and a United Nation's flag hung from the muzzle of his /her gun?

Hollywood: Be consistent with censorship
Walt Disney Co., co-producers of a movie called "The Program," about
the glory and gore of collegiate football, has announced plans to cut a
portion of the movie which shows the story's quarterback lying down in
the middle of a busy street reading a Sports Illustrated cover story about
himself.
An inspired Pennsylvania teenager attempting the stunt was struck by
a car and killed. It is interesting to note the quick reaction of the producers
to cut this "dangerously influential" portion of a movie.
While movie producers arouhd the country are in such a protective
mood, how about removing some of the rampant drinking scenes, drug
use, violence and illicit sex scenes in other movies which are probably
more dangerous and influencial on America's youth?

The Champion
Box 20000 Liberty University
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
(804) 582-2124

Champion Policies

The Champion encourages members of
the community to submit letters to the editor
on any subject.
Brandt L. Barnum Tina Towers
Letters should notexceed400 words. The
Editor in Chief
Copy Editor
Champion requests that all letters be typed
and signed. Letters appearing in the Forum
Joanna Tedder
Pamela E. Walck
Assistant Copy Editor
do not represent the views of The
News Editor
Champion's editorial board or Liberty
Todd Hirshman
Amy Morris
University.
World News Editor Graphics Editor
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear
Shannon Harrington Aaron Peters
the endorsement of the author, solely.
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
All material submitted becomes the propMelissa Birkliead
David Hart
erty of The Champion. The Champion reAd Production Manager
Feature Editor
serves the right to accept, reject or edit any
letter received, according to The ChamBrent Trimble
Todd Singleton
Opinion Editor
Asst. Photography Editor pion stylebook.
Prof. Ann Wharton
The deadline for letters is 6 p.m. WednesAdviser
day.
The Champion is distributed every Monday while school
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
is in session. Ihe opinions expressed in this publication
do not necessarily represent the views of 1 jbeny Uni- Champion" and drop them off in DH113 or
versity.
mail to The Champion, Liberty University,

Moderation dilutes party platforms, leaves
no moral positions to stand for or against
its leaders to wholesome Christian ideology.
George WashingLost in the big picture is the slow influx of
ton, in his Farewell
moderation that has contaminated the Grand
Address to the naOld Party in recent years. The very reason
tion, warned of a
Pat Buchanan was not nominated in 1992
coming political
was his "mis-alignment with mainstream
power system that
America."
would destroy AmerBut has it ever occurred to the party and its
ica. What was this
' Christian supporters that perhaps the mainsystem? The tyranstream should not dictate the party platform?
nical yolk of comTo deny a candidate the opportunity to run,
munism? Hardly, BRENT M.
based on his actual stands on issues, is simMarx and Engels TRIMBLE
were not even born
^mmgmtmmmmmmm ply to subscribe to the ultimate political goal:
Election. Once this feat is accomplished,
yet.
And although the revolutionary winds may another political ideology takes over: stayhave been blowing in France, Washington ing in power, i.e. re-election. After all,
was not addressing the political upheaval politics is business and a vocation to many—
subscribed to by coming philosophers such hence the extreme measures politicians
undertake to stay in office.
as Rousseau.
To be re-elected, a candidate moderates
Washington was warning of the partisanship system of present day America, one himself to appeal to a broad spectrum of conwhose loyalties are stronger than national stituents, so he does not alienate himself
patriotism. This is true today, as the extent to from his power base by identifying himself
which people go to identify with one party or with such "radical" groups as the pro-life
movement, for example. The moderation
system is pathetic at best.
Even more sad is the way Christians have factor is currently being used by the Don
adapted the "lesser of two evils" ideology Beyer camp in an effort to paint Mike Farris
which has governed voting choices for the as a religious fanatic and the incumbent
Beyer as the more level-headed, mainstream
past three decades.
All a member of a particular party needs to moderate.
To illustrate this phenomenon, ask this
do to garner the evangelical vote is utter the
words "born again," and suddenly he/she is question: How much actual pro-life legislathe ultimate "doer of all right," able to by tion was introduced by Republican presisome miraculous feat reverse all detrimental dents in the past 12 years? Very little if any
at all.
political decisions of the past generation.
Therefore, Christians must seek an answer
Naturally in the past, most evangelicals
have aligned themselves with the Republican to these questions: Shouldn't we support the
Party because of the supposed proximity of candidate who most closely supports our

views? Afterall, isn'ta litmus test forjudges
and representatives too tough? I mean,
abortion really isn't the deciding moral issue
of the age, is it? A candidate can still have
many good points and remain pro-choice,
right?
Of course. The fact that the only point of
disagreement between a candidate and voter
is that one feels that the taking of an unborn
life is justifiable is a close ideological match,
correct?
Hardly, in fact, the abortion issue makes a
perfect litmus test for a candidate because
the whole pro-choice movement is one of
"moderation" (i.e.,"Iwouldn'tdoitpersonally, but I don't want to impose my views on
others.)
Jesus had a farewell address of his own. It
was addressed to a group of people that, because of their wavering and shaking moral
foundation, no longer exist. It can still be
found in Revelation 3:15-16, "I know your
works, that you are neither cold nor hot. I
could wish you were cold nor hot. So then,
because you are lukewarm, and neither cold
nor hot, I will spew you out of my mouth."
The lesser of two evils d "trine is moot.
The other side has a party aligned exactly
with their ideology, while "our" party
struggles to garner their votes by appealing
to both sides. But what must be realized is
that another civil war has gripped America,
but the colors are not Blue and Grey — but
black and white.
If Christians find their views being shaded
into grey to be more tolerant and widereaching, it is not time tofindanother candidate, but form another party.

Don't get frustrated, upset about the present,
prepare yourself for future trials, problems
If college will teach us anything, it is patience. S uch patience is often learned and displayed most during this time of year. With
mid-terms over, term papers due and preThanksgiving projects being wrapped up, we
are all a little on edge and ready to take a long
vacation.
Well, my friends be patient, for our long
vacation awaits us. In less than one month,
Thanksgiving will save us from the one last
test that broke the camel's back.
A few short weeks later and the semester
will be over before we realize all the things we
still have left to do.
But we can't let our frustrations gel us
down. We need to just keep telling ourselves
that if we just be patient and concentrate on
what has to be done and do it, time will fly.
Although the pressures and stresses of
college life often breed impatience, true success depends on patience.
No one has ever achieved excellence in
college, a career or any other aspect of life
without learning to master the virtue of patience.
Patience allows us to accept the pitfalls and
setbacks along the way without losing sightof
our ultimate goals. Patience gives us the
strength to face another day when things
aren't going well. Patience leaches us to
effectively deal with obnoxious people and
situations.
Although by portraying patience we can
reap several benefits, patience is easier said
than done. True patience comes only after
years of trials and trying situations. But
where else can you find such a breeding
ground of trials and trying limes bui your
college years?

However, it is indeed hard to be patient
after receiving a parking ticket for not parking straight between the lines.
Being paiient while trying to dodge obnoxious students walking through DeMoss parking lot isn't easy either.
Worse yet, try being patient while searching for two hours for a parking space on
campus, finally finding a spot so far from
DeMoss you need a shuttle and still getting
ticketed.
So what is my point you say? This is my
point. College will always provide something with which to get impatient.
However, if we waste all our energy getting
upset over the little things, we will have no
energy to go off on the big things. (Like rebel
flags painted outside the cafeteria).

Although we will
all undoubtedly become frustrated and
impatient at best, we
can't give up or get
down about the
stresses and pressures.
Those very stresses
andpressures
will give us an advantage later in life and BRANDI L.
prepare us for the even BARNUM
heavier and more t ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ burdensome trials that await us.
So, take heart. If we dwell on how hard
and bad things are now, we'll never be
able to endure true hardships when life
really gets tough.
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Truthful campaigning turns negative in gubernatorial race
By BARTON SWAIM
Champion Reporter

In the debate between Virginia's
gubernatorial candidates three weeks
ago, one of the moderators, Larry
Sabato, asked Mary Sue Terry and
George Allen to make a pledge: to
stop "negative campaigning" so much
and to start focusing on their own
merits.
The two, of course, filled their alloted answer time with a collection
of words, not necessarily related in
any coherent sense.
A few days before the debate, the
Richmond Times-Dispatch ran a
front-page article entiUed "Voters
Want Campaign to Get Down to the
Issues." Therein were interviews with
frustrated voters pleading for a stop
to all this negative stuff.
"Why not get down to the issues
and forget all this other stuff," Barbara Counts complained.
"It's the same old stuff," grumbled
Catherine Caldwell, "One is saying
the other can't do a good job."
Two questions arise, a) Is it really
feasible to avoid "all that other
stuff? And b) How, precisely, does
one "get down to the issues"?
Well "all that other stuff," unfortu

nately, is about the only truth in any
campaign. As one congressman is
recently to have said (anonymously),
"Negative campaigning isn't all that
bad; at least it's honest."
Quite right. If candidate A tells us
that candidate B waffled on abortion,
voted for some really wacky legislation and supported several far-right
initiatives, well, he is probably telling
us the truth.
And we can be absolutely certain
he is not equivocating if candidate
B's response sounds like, "Oh, that's
irrelevant. Let's get down to the issues and forget all that stuff."
Consider the last presidential campaign. When George Bush reminded
voters that, by the way, his opponent
had done some pretty contemptible
things (negative campaigning), was
he then speaking truthfully? Without
a doubt.
Now, what about when President
Bush proclaimed himself a born again
supply-sider (positive campaigning)
—should wehavebelieved him then?
Probably not.
The candidate's handling of allegations, then, can serve as a handy little
tool for discriminating against fibbers. So by all means, let's not "for-

get all that stuff."
Next, what docs "getting down to
the issues" actually require? Perhaps
wc should ask those dissatisfied voters, Catherine and Barbara: Of which
candidate's positions on what issues
arc you as of yet unsure? Women in
VMI? Education? Gun control? I
know, I know. Some stances cannot
be determined simply by party or wing
affiliation.
Voters invariably wonder which
areas of the state budget the candidates want to cut and add to, and what,
in specific terms, they will do about
the local elementary school's deteriorating conditions.
The answer: Sorry. Even if the
candidates could rattle off in detail
what they plan to do about every
narrow concern from jails to state
parks, the fact is: They probably
wouldn't perform as anticipated
anyway.
The newly elected governor will
meet unforscen vicious opposition in
certain areas; in others, he/she will
find it politically advantageous to
ignore campaign promises.
Who, therefore, should Jean Brown
vote? Brown is the librarian at Rockbridge County's public library and
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remarks soberly to the Dispatch poll,
"I know spending has to be cut, but
please, not education." Since Allen
and Terry have been so busy campaigning negatively, Brown is confused.
Well, Jean, you can probably count
on neither of the candidates cutting

education. It's not a very popular
thing to do.
But, since many conservatives hold
that money is not the answer to education and Allen is closer to conservative than Terry, you probably want to
vote for Terry.
There. Wasn't that easy?

Hence, to make decent decisions,
we are left with "negative campaigning" and overall philosophies to guide
us. This may seem a bit troublesome
to Catherine, Barbara and Jean.
But then, a certain degree of responsibility comes with deciding who
best can lead us.

Don't expel cheating students; remove temptations for dishonesty
ByMARKHASKEW
By
MARK HASKEW

begins
begins early.
early
Other studies also cite 50-70 percent of stuCheating is an act that most college students dents as having cheated at college. In addihave undertaken in some form or at some tion, further studies suggest that Christians
point in their college careers. It would seem, don't enjoy much lower levels of "academic
then, that to expel a student caught cheating dishonesty." Although cheating is wrong,
would apply to the majority of students but there are a few flaws with expelling a student
could even be hypocritical in some cases.
from a class (or school) for cheating.
Donald McCabe of Rutgers University conFirst, social scientists know there is a strong
ducted a study concerning cheating in college correlation between a student's low self-esin 1991. McCabe found that 67 percent of teem and poor behavior (such as cheating).
responding students at 31 highly selective Because a student might feel unsure of his
schools admitted to cheating while in college. own capabilities, he may turn to outward help
The Thursday, Oct. 21 issue of USA Today — cheating — to obtain an "A."
included a poll of high school achievers, 80
Athough this information is of little value
percent of whom admitted to cheating. This after a student cheats, it does offer some sugleads us to believe that the root of the problem gestions for preventing future cheating.
Champion Reporter

I

I tions.
As a result, this can be the fault of the
church, the family or the school. While blame
cannot be taken from the offender, a stronger
effort needs to be made beforehand to instill
this elusive moral structure needed to live an
honest life. This would be more effective than
a solely punitive action like expulsion.
Using self-esteem building techniques and
Furthermore, other preventative measures
targeting students harboring low self-confi- can be taken by a college to lessen the problem
dence could help prevent future cheating.
of cheating. Teachers and professors could
A second factor which must be addressed is set up exams in which are very difficult to
that cheating is not just a behavioral problem cheat. They could proctor exams more closely
but one stemming from a poorly constructed and design classroom settings that reduce the
moral background. A student who bows to likelihood of cheating. Essentially, reducing
cheating may see his need of getting a good the temptation.
grade as greater than any of his moral convicAlthough these are external means to re-

Expel cheaters to keep reputation
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By JOE REDICK
Champion Reporter
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duce cheating, the building of self-esteem
self-esteem and
real moral character is an internal method
which is prevention oriented. While expulsion or reprimands may bring "justice," they
do little to stop or reduce instances of cheating.
Finally, though, it would seem only fair and
logical that those who have themselves cheated
cannot indict someone else for cheating. When
at least half the school has cheated at some
point, obviously a great many people would
be affected if everyone is cooperative with the
Honor Code and thus turned them selves in for
expulsion.
If you are a supporter of expulsion or some
other disciplinary action for cheating, ask
yourself if you are also guilty.

^

Clinton has done it. The people on Wall
Street have done it. And people during tax
season certainly have done it. What do they
all have in common? Each has cheated at
some point in his life. The question that must
be answered is this: Is there a proper lime to
cheat?
Wc have embarked on the great journey of
college. Wc are left to our own devices to
make time for school and recreation. And
everyone of us has been in the situation where
we did not study but needed a good grade or
risked failing a class.
So the only option left is to cheat. Is that a
proper time? No! There is no proper time to
cheat. To cheat means to go against all moral
or Christian beliefs. Liberty leaves the punishment for cheating up to the discretion of
each particular instructor, dean and review
board.
However, at other schools in the nation the
rules on cheating vary. For instance, at
Syracuse University in New York students
are asked to sign a Honor Code which states

that anyone caught cheating or anyone who
knew someone cheated and did not report it is
expelled.
On the other hand, in Madrid University in
Spain, there arc no specific rules or punishment for cheating.
Virginia Military Institue instructors hand
their exams to cadets to take to their rooms to
complete because they know the cadet's selfimposed Honor Code is so strict and retribution for cheating so harsh (expulsion) that
cheating is nil.
The system of expulsion for cheating is
valid, not only as a punishment, but as a
deterrent. It upholds academic dignity by
maintaining the principle that a person gets
only what mark he earns.

At Syracuse University if someone is expected cheating and no one comes forward,
then every person in the class receives a
failing grade. And to most people that could
ruin their college careers.
There is no point in cheating. If you cheat,
you still will not know the information and
somewhere down the line, you will need to
know it— then what will you do? Rampant
cheating can have far reaching implications.
For instance, if a person cheats to get by in
class he will most likely continue this pattern
in the workplace.
Will a company that hires such a slovenly
individual want to do so again by hiring another graduate of the same school?
Every person who is caught cheating should
be expelled from school because it belittles
every principle we hold as Christians. If
everyone else works hard, then it is not right
to reward another person for his laziness. And
that is what itcomes down to—pure laziness.
As a result, there is no proper time to cheat.
You will just hurt yourself more in the long
run, and all you will have left is to cheat again.
It is a never ending cycle.

Current 'progressive' youth movement caused by sixties instigators
By BRIAN KURBJEWEIT
Champion Reporter

Driven by a multiplicity of problems, temptations, and decisions, our generation has become a reactive Hock of devotees to a deteriorating and dangerous counter-normal society.
In complete contrast, our ancestors were
proactive people who took advantage of their
limited (or unlimited, depending on your frame
of mind) opportunities and became pioneers
in all fields and careers.
Past generations, though becoming more
liberally permissive, have always had some
shred of an idea of their purpose in life and
have generally increased their standard of living. However, instead of moving forward,
our generation is wall to wall infested with illiterate, lazy," gimme more" punks who offer
nothing but a headache to society.
Among the most popular new movements
in youth culture is the frequently observed
nco-alternalive trend. However, how NEW is
wearing incongruous clothing, changing your
hair color and listening to the Grateful Dead?
Perhaps, it is once again the simple aspiration to release oneself from socially set moral
boundaries. I suppose this is more simply
put... rebellion.
What is it that 20-something generation is
searching for in the alternative lifestyle? Is it
as simple as the avarice for personal auton-

omy? Or is it that they are looking for something deeper in which to cling? Could the ageold search for meaning be a motivation behind any of the new youth movements?
Psychologists state that it is between the
ages of 18 and 25 that young adults finally
identify within themselves and choose what it
is that they want to do with their lives.
We can see this to be a true statement evidenced in our own lives as we are shaped by
our peers and ultimately choose the life wc
want to lead after our education has been
completed.
Liberty University professor of psychology, Dr. Phil Captain, author of the "AlphaOmega Process" attributes the formation of
alternative groups in teenagers and the 20 something generation alike primarily to the
struggle for identity.
Psychologists have done countless studies
concerning adolescents' need to identify.
Though many believe that it is only in the
teenage years that one struggles with identity,
psychologists like Eric Erickson have extended this difficult period of adolescence
well into the 20s.
With evidence that following the alternative
crowd is more likely the desire to be accepted
than the selfish ambition to liberate oncsell
from morality, are we to say that among our
generation the alternative culture is normal?

Perhaps yes, in the sense that we all wish to
assimilate with others of our age and status.
But what about the potential hazards found
in liberally minded alternative music as well
as the smut spewing forth from MTV and its
counterparts? Arc these media giants using
their powerful platform together with the innate
human desire to fit in to shape the consciousness of American youth? Yes.
Although the alternative culture wc see today in the 20 - something generation is nothing new, (we saw this and worse in the '60s),
it certainly is a place where tomorrow's
society receives its final ethical and social
training.
We can see evidence of the devastating effects a counter cultural trend has on society in
our leaders today, who were members of the
'60s movement.
The effects that our generation will have on
society will be even more devastating because we will take our twisted ideologies
further than our parents did.
Using past results as a barometer for future
consequences, we can say with moderate
certainty that what is still somewhat immoral
today, will becompletcly acceptable 20 years
from now. Mark my words.
What can be done to counter attack the old/
new youth movement? If the alternative
culturc'sexislcncc steins from the adolescent

search for identity as previously noted psychologists slate, then there is a way to revert
society back to standards and norms. We as a
society must give adolescents and young adults
an opportunity to identify with themselves
and with others. Parents, teachers and leaders
must present to young people a solid, loving
foundalionon which they can reside and grow.
Without the foundation of solid, dare I say
role models, society will continue to turn
downhill.

Yet, it seems we are in a catch-22. How can
leaders and parents be solid, loving role models
when they themselves are a part of a generation that posited the absence of moral standards?
This very point has probably baffled every
person whose been a teacher, social worker or
counselor. And though the problem seems to
be a increasingly worsening dilemma, there is
a simple answer available. Enter in...Jesus
Christ.

Liberty Forum

Sidewalk Dixie flag unwelcome!
Editor:

posing and non-threatening: I have not heard
Hello? The Civil War is over! You may a single complaint about them. Your Hag
have missed the headlines, but the Union would be like everyone littering the walks
won. I can't imagine that you haven't heard, with their favorite band or school mascot. It
since you had to at least come out of the hills draws lines, instigates competition,and threatlong enough to go to Wal-Mart to buy the ens those with conflicting ideas. Frankly, wc
spray paint. I figured that the person who don't want this trash on our sidewalks: go
painted the reb Hag by the cafeteria ought to paint it on the spirit rock, or the side of your
know dial it is not the type of decor we '73 Chevy pickup (which were both designed
appreciate on campus. Not that I'm opposed for this sort of masterpiece.)
to die flag itself, bu I ihe fact dial it's the
At least then the Yanks could retaliate withwrong kind of graffiti.
out resorting to vandalism.
The Disney characters are artistic, unimJeff Raymond
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Men's soccer ties TSU
By STEPHEN STROUT

Coyle, who scored what turned out to of the two clubs offensively. The
be the Tiger's final tally.
Flames 1 it up the net firing 22 shots on
The Liberty University men's socThe game progressed into the latter goal while VMI could only muster
cer team fought back to erase a two- stages as it appeared the Flames were six shots.
goal deficit in the final 10 minutes destined to go down to defeat, but
Barrington was again the offensive
and salvage a tie with Towson Stale at Bradley Styles redirected a Greg hero, providing Liberty with all the
home on Saturday afternoon, 2-2, Wheaton indirect kick with his head support Price would need at 14:26 of
keeping the team at fourth place in to break the scoring drought. The goal, the opening frame.
Big South Conference rankings.
with just under 10 minutes remainBarrington came rightbackjustover
Also, on Wednesday, Oct. 20, the ing in regulation play, closed the gap four minutes later and added an insurteam shutout Virginia Military Insti- to 2-1.
ance goal at 18:38 to put the Flames
tute at home, 3-0.
The defensive struggle continued up 2-0. Matt Sinclair and Greg WheaOn Saturday, the tie was the first until the 5:12 mark of the second half ton assisted Barrington on his second
such blemish on the Flames overall when freshman sensation Jesse Bar- goal of the afternoon.
record and conference mark. Liberty rington made history of Towson
Jeff Manialty put the finishing
is now 10-3-1 overall and 5-3-1 in State's lead. Barrington served up the touches on VMI midway through the
Big South conference play. Towson lying goal, shooting a penalty kick by final stanza to close out the scoring.
State is 5-8-1 overall and 3-3-1 in the Tiger goalie Rich Pellegrini.
Barrington and Anthony Ogusanyi
Big South.
Liberty was the more active of the assisted the goal.
Towson State jumped out to the two squads offensively, blasting 26
The Flames are currently ranked
early lead as Kevin Smith was as- shots on goal in comparison to 16 eighth in the South Atlantic Region of
sisted by Todd Hicks at 13:31 of the attempted Towson State shots.
Division 1 teams. The South Atlantic
opening stanza. Smith's shot, toward
Price slopped three shots in goal for Region includes such teams as nathe upper corner of the goal, ended a the Flames while the opposite keeper, tional powerhouses Virginia and
scoreless streak for James Price, who Pellegrini, recorded five saves.
Clemson.
had recorded four consecutive shutOn Wednesday, the Flames won
Liberty's final home game is slated
outs coming into the game.
their 10th game of the season and for Wednesday, Oct. 27 at 3 p.m.
Towson State bid to put the Flames Price recorded his fourth consecutive against Navy.
away early by recording a 2-0 lead shutout as Liberty cruised to a 3-0
The Flames final regular season
at 28:07 of the first half. ,
victory over VMI in a non-confer- matchup is scheduled for Saturday,
Hicks again distributed the ball, ence contest.
Oct. 30., on the road at Virginia Combut this time the recipient was Pat
Liberty was by far the more potent monwealth.
Champion Reporter

photo by Aaron PeUrj

LEFT BEHIND — LU forward Darren Shelburne out-maneuvers a Towson State player in the
Flames tie with the ? on Saturday, Oct. 23. With the tie, the Flames were able to keep their fourthplace standing in the Big South Conference.

LU student wins 50-mile race
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON

"My calves were cramping up and
it was mindboggling to keep going,
LU student Dave McCombs ran his but, with the people cheering and
first ever ultramarathon Saturday and everthing, I was able to pull it off,"
won, finishing with a time of seven McCombs said.
hours and 12 minutes in the 11th
McCombs said he received a lot of
annual Mountain Masochist. One inspiration from his brother, Steve,
hundred eighty five runners started who finished the race last year. He
the race with 153 finishing.
also said there was a particular Bible
LU Assistant Athletic Director Kim verse that he used for inspiration.
Graham and student Wayne Stiles
"Before the race, a girl gave me
also finished the 50-mile race in 47th Philippians 4:13 which states, 'I can
and 66th places, respectively.
do all things through Christ which
With only seven miles to go in the strengthens me,'" McCombs said.
race, McCombs found himself ap- That verse was going through my
proximately two minutes behind mind a lot during the race."
Masochist runner Tom Possert, who
Graham, who was also running in
is one of the top ultramarathon run- his first ultramarathon, finished with
ners in the country, according to the a time of nine hours and 49 minutes.
race'sdirector and founder,Dr. David
Stiles ran the event for his second
Horton. Horton is the chairman of the time, finishing in 10 hours and 11
physical education department at minutes.
Liberty.
Also, LU graduate, Theresa DunMcCombs, however, picked up his can Boyes, won the mountain woman
pace to take the best time in the race. title, which is given to the top local
Sports Editor

female finisher, with a time of 11
hours and three minutes. Boyes and
her sister, Susan, were both cross
country runners at LU.
The race, which in 1991 -92 was the
ninth largest race of its kind in the
nation, started at the James River
visitor center on the Blue Ridge
Parkway in Big Island, Va. and
ended in Montcbello, Va. near
Crabtree Falls.
With an altitude gain of 8,000 feet
and loss of 6,000 feet, Horton said the
most difficult section of the race is
between 22-30 miles.
"It is a very difficult course," Horton said. "There are some courses that
are harder, but not many."
McCombs also agreed with the
difficulty of the course.
According to Horton, there were a
wide variety of competitors.
McCombs was the youngest, but a 64
year-old-man topped all finishers as
the oldest.

LU golf team grabs first place
at Davis & Elkins Invitational
FROM STAFF REPORTS
The LU golf team grabbed top
honors at the Davis & Elkins College/
Snowshoe Mt. Resort Golf Invitational on Tuesday, Oct. 19, through
Wednesday, Oct. 20, edging UNCGreensboro on the first playoff hole.
LU golfers took the first two positions on the individual totals and three
out of the top 10 of 105 golfers.
Sophomore Kenny Hobbs grabbed
thefirst-placespot, shooting a 151 on
the two-day event, while sophomore
Chad Hall took second place with a

152 total score. Hall also broke a
course record, shooting a 73 in round
twoof the match. Thescore tied Hall's
low round of the year which was set at
the Stetson University Golf Invitational in DeBary, Fla.
Todd Setsma rounded out the top
ten scorers for the Flames, in a fiveway tie for seventh place. Setsma shot
a 156 for the match including a 75 in
round one of the event.
The team found itself in first place
after the first round of the match,
shooting a 314. UNC-G scored a 318

to take second-place honors.
UNC-G, however, tied up the scoring after round two, hitting 306 while
the Flames shot score of 310.
The Flames went on to win the
match on the first hole of the playoff
round.
The rest of the top 10 in the team
totals was Methodist College, James
Madision University, University of
Charleston, Loyola College (Md.),
George Mason University, University of Cincinnati, St. Joseph's University and Radford University.

Women's volleyball downed by VCU
Coach Chris Fletcher said to her
team between games worked, as the
The Lady Flames hosted intra-state Lady Flames were strong and deterrival Virginia Commonwealth Uni- mined in game three. They tookalOversity on Tuesday, Oct. 19.TheLady 2 lead, before winning, 15-9, in a
Flames came out slow in game one long, hard game.
Liberty jumped out to a 5-0 score in
and VCU took advantage, winning by
the fourth game, with some good
a 15-6 score.
VCU jumped out to a 10-1 lead in serves by Diane Martindale.
VCU made an impressive comegame two. The Flames, however, were
not focused in the game as VCU back, however, tying the score at 1010 and eventually winning the game
cruised to a 15-4 victory.
Whatever Lady Flames Head and match with a 15-10 score.
By MARK R. VARNER

Champion Reporter

BOB STURM

Maybe Flames should
look ahead to '94
Well, sports fans, since I have received so many good
responses to these "catch-all" columns, I thought I would
send down another:
HEY, THERE IS ALWAYS '94! — Talk around the
town is.that this season is pretty much in the books for the
Liberty football team, so maybe they should start getting
the young players who have a future in Lynchburg more
playing time in the remaining four contests.
Of course, leading the way in this category is backup
quarterback Antwan Chiles. Chiles has been in the eye of
the storm very little this season, and many fans arc
starling to lean toward just getting him game experience
before next year rolls around. My theory is that if you are
going to have success against the type of teams we have
been playing the laslcouple seasons (and will continue to
play), you need to have an experienced quarterback.
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Martindale led the Lady Flames
with 13 kills, five digs and five
service aces.
Also, Mattson recorded 14 kills,
10 digs and one blocked shot.
"We didn't play well and we never
came in to play," Fletcher said. "If
you don't walk in ready to play, especially at home, you're not going to
win.
"I don't have any answers for this
season," Fletcher continued. "If we
don't wake up soon, it' 11 be over soon."

SEMINOLECHOP—Hey,youmaynotlikeil(Iknow
I don't) but right now there is Florida State, and there is
everyone else. This team is so dominant, that I am starting
to wonder if perhaps this team would be the perfect rival
for its in-stale neighbor, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Although, like I've always said, ihey should be able to
beal the Bucs. But then again, they will have a tougher
time than Tampa with the cap in 1994.
All kidding aside, the only thing in the way of the
Seminoles at this point is their tough schedule. A trip
to South Bend and a stop in the "Swamp" could be a
problem for '01 Charlie and the boys.
IMAGKISNTEVERYTHING — You
may be sick of the "nobody wanted us"
image the Philadelphia Phillies have worn
out these last couple months, but I'll tell
you what — Kruk, Dykstra and Daulton
are as fun to watch as anybody in baseball. Kruk takes the prize for most likely
to be seen in a truck slop, but he had
numbers that could have claimed the
MVP in the National League Champi-
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FACE OFF — LU hockey club member Craig Handwerker faces off against a Virginia Tech
playerin the Flames season opener again stt be Hdkfcs Friday, Oct, l%The Flames went on crush
the Hplcies, $-5. Also, on Saturday, Oct. 16> the team dominated the HokiesS m the second
matchup, S>-2, The Flames will take a week off before heading to Army on Friday* Nov. 5 and
Saturday* Nov, <>.• ••••
onship Series.
JUST REMEMBER — No matter who wins the NBA
title this year — whether it be Phoenix, New York or
anyone else you put out there — don't forget that they are
nly number one because the incumbent stepped down.
Without Jordan retiring, Chicago would be better
^ithan last year with the addition of Toni Kukoc.
Things will be a lot more interesting this year
without M.J.. The Bulls, in my opinion, can still be
the second best team in the East if General Manager
Jerry Krausc can land a decent body with the two
million dollars freed up by M.J. calling itacarcer.
I say look for any of these to try to fill the
void: Byron Scott, Dennis Scott, Derek
Harper or even Mitch Richmond or Ron
Harper.
FLAMES FLICKER — A
bright spot on this squad that is quickly
going downhill is running back Adrian
Cherry. Cherry still has a pretty decent
chance at becoming Liberty's first
Division 1-AA 1,000-yard rusher.

However, he will have to do it behind a very banged up
offensive line.
Say what you like, but admit that these guys are as
tough as nails. Reports arc that four of the five starters on
the line will need surgery of one kind or another at the end
of the campaign.
SCARED YET? — I realize that good things take
lime, but this Shawn Bradley thing has to have some
Sixers fans a bit concerned with the three for 21 shooting
performance.
The 7-foot, 6-inch player who wears number 76 on the
court has shown that his strength is very suspect and it is
still going to be several years before the big guy is an AllStar.
FLASHBACK — No, this is not an old NFL Films
rewind — it is the truth. The early forecast for the Super
Bowl in Atlanta is the Pittsburgh Slcclers and the Dallas
Cowboys. Of course, keep in mind that these things
change as often as the weather.
P.S. — We are less than a week away from the start of
college hoops season. How nuts is it going to get? ESPN
alone plans to broadcast 200-plus games.
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1993 Homecoming Game Preview
Liberty
vs.
Charleston So.
After having a week off, the 3-4 Flames fire looking to regroup after
the 42-0 loss at Youngstown State. In fact, Head Coach Sam Rutigliano said
that was the team is only worrying about one thing right now — "getting
the team back on track."
For the first time in school history, the Flames will face the Charleston
Southern Buccaneers. And, for the first time this season, the Flames will
face a team with a losing record.
The Flames should be able to even up their record to 4-4 after the game,
but they must not take the Buccaneers for granted.
Quarterback Antwan Chiles played the last three quarters of the Youngstown State game after Travis Wilemon went three for 10 with a negative
one yard in thefirstquarter, so it will be interesting to see whom Rutigliano
goes with at the quarterback position against Charleston Southern.
Overall, the Flames will look to get its passing game back on track after
a mediocre performance against Youngstown State.
Defensively, the Flames should have an easy time against a team who
averages only 252.1 yardsagame. Look for Charleston Southern, however,
to attack the injury-ridden secondary of the Flames with passing.

— Sports Wrap-up
LUAA plans auction for Homecoming festivities
The third annual Liberty University Athletic Association auction will be
held on Saturday, Oct. 30 at 7 p.m. LU Assistant Athletic Director Kim
Graham invites everyone out to the auction to bid on authentic autographed
football helmets, footballs, baseballs and other items.
Autographed football helmets include helmets from the Dallas Cowboys
and Chicago Bears. Some of the autographed footballs include Florida State
Head Coach Bobby Bowden, FSU Heisman candidate Charlie Ward, Flames
Head Football Coach Sam Rutigliano, Detroit Lion's running back Barry
Sanders and the Dallas Cowboys Super Bowl team.
Other available items at the auction include U.S. Air, American Airlines
and United Express plane tickets. Various furniture items will also be
auctioned.
The funds raised from the auction will go to supplement the LU athletic
program for use in the random drug testing of LU athletes, special recognition awards, facility renovation, staff T-shirts and other things included on
the school's athletic budget
For more information, contact Kim Graham at 582-2100.

Midnight Madness sequel kicks off hoops season
The LU men's and women's basketball programs plan to combine for the
first official practice of the 1993-94 season on Saturday, Oct. 30, at 10p.m.
in the Vines Center as a follow up to last year's Midnight Madness.
Because of conflict with school hours, the NCAA allowed for the first
official practice to be moved up a day.
According to the basketball coaches, the event will be very similar to last
year's Midnight Madness.
For more information, contact the LU basketball office at 582-2337.

Lady Flames edged in overtime, 2-1
ByB.JILLALESSIand
SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
The Lady Flame's soccer team lost
its final two Big South Conference
matches on Wednesday, Oct. 20, as
UNC-Ashcvillc edged the team, 2-1,
in overtime and on Tuesday, Oct. 12,
at Towson State. After the loss Tuesday, the team's hopes of making the
Big South Tournament on Thursday,
Oct. 28 through Saturday, Oct. 30.
were eliminated.
On Wednesday, Cori Tallman gave
the Lady Flames a one-goal advantage, 1-0, in the first period, but the
team could not hold on to the lead as
the Lady Bulldogs' Kristi Cummings
scored on an assist by Lynae King
which tied the game, 1-1.
In overtime, the Lady Flames had
one shot on goal, but it failed. UNCAshcville, however, scored in the
overtime when Christina Bean booted
in an assist from Mary Milligan,

handing the Lady Flames their 12th
loss of the season.
The Lady Flames had only three
shots on goal in the game, two of them
in the first period.
A definite bright spot for the Lady
Flames in the game was goalkeeper
Michelle Curtis, who had 10 saves.
At Towson State, the Lady Flames
came alive in the second half of the
game with a goal by Jcnice Oliveras
after just one minute. The Flames
kept the Tigers from scoring in the
second half.
Terri Lee had two shots on goal,
and Tallman and Oliveras each had
one.
Curtis, who played her first game
since Sept. 18 after recovering from
surgery, recorded lOsavcs in the game.
The Lady Flames have one game
remaining on the schedule. On Saturday, Nov. 6, the team will host
Kutztown, starting at 1 p.m.

Cross country races for second
By CHARLES ONYEANUSI
Champion Reporter

The LU men's and women's cross
country teams finished in second
place in the fourth annual Ron Hokins Invitaional at Peaks View Park.
Among the schools that participated
were Radford University, Virginia
Military Institute and James Madison
University. The Lynchburg Track
Club also took part in the event.
LU was hampered by injuries, leaving the race much uncontested for the
powerful James Madison teams.
JMU was able to finish first, second and third in the men's competition, giving the team first place in the
overall standings.

However, newcomer Daniel
Bentley and veteran Jason Krull hung
on to finish fourth and seventh respectively.
Also, Luke Burton had 27:42, Eric
Norquist came in at 28:51 and Jason
Hofackerfinishedwith a time of 29:26,
while Ben Sturtevant and Brandon
Horton ran 29:56 and 30:31 respectively to complete the race.
"The men's team was weak this
weekend because of injury. We hope
to do better next in the Big South
championship at Radford," Head
Coach Brent Tolsma said.
Also, the Lady Flames continuedto
improve in anticipation for the Big
South Conference championship,

By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

Flames Trivia

Sports Schedule

for a number of years.
"I have been golfing since the
summer between my freshman and
sophomore year in high school —
about seven and one half years,"
Easley said.
Easley took lessons to play golf and
also played in a junior league back in
his home state of Washington.
"They have a pretty good Washington State Junior Golf League, and
they have organized tournaments.
Tournament golf is very key...It
changes the whole ball game."
Easley believes that Liberty has
assisted him with improving his golf
game.
He feels that the school has helped
him most by giving him the opportunity to play.
"It's really an issue of being a small
fish in a big pond, or a big fish in a
small pond," he said.
Easley is definitely one of the big
fish at LU.
Before making the decision to come
to Liberty, Easley considered Stanford, Arizona State, and the University of California-Santa Barbara —
all big golf schools.
"I probably could have gone to any
one of (these schools) and struggled
for awhile and then have made it in
my last year or last two years.
"Coming to Liberty, I knew I was
going to have an opportunity to play,
and I did. I played in my freshman
year and have basically went to every
tournament since I have been here.
That's the only way you can improve
—by getting the opportunity to play,"
Easley said.
According to the golfer, not only
did all the playing time improve his
game, but so did the competition.
"We play in good tournaments. We
play with all the top-ranked schools,
mostly on the East Coast, such as
Florida State, Georgia Tech and
Duke," Easley said.

The Flames will take a week off before travelling to Army on Friday,
Nov. 5 and Saturday, Nov. 6.
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Chris Easley
Assistant Golf Coach
"It's like I'm getting in the same
tournaments as I would if I was at a
bigger school."
Easley said Liberty has helped him
in academics as well as golf.
"Academically, I enjoy the people,
the atmosphere and the teachers,"
Easley said.
"The teachers seem pretty available," he explained.
Looking ahead to his future, Easley
still sees golf as a very big part of the
picture.
"Last summer, I played in several
major amateur tournaments. I'll continue to play as an amateur," Easley
explained.
"I'm 80 percent sure that I 'm going
to go to law school next fall. I plan on
continuing amateur golf, and I plan
on winning tournaments at that time.
"After I am out of law school, I
would like to try professional golf,"
Easley said.

LU Irttramurals

Basketball
post-season
heats up
By DANNY WENGER
Champion Reporter

As winter approaches and temperatures begin to drop, intramural
sports at LU are just beginning to
heat up.
In men's basketball, the post-season began on Monday, Oct. 11, and
teams with such colorful names as
"HIV Negative" and "Oldand Tired
Men" have taken their titles and their
skills to the hardwood in an effort to
become the Liberty intramural
champs.
While in men's football, after two
weeks of seemingly meaningless
games (for everyone but the players), the regular season went into
full swing on Monday, Oct. 11, as
the intramural field next to Dorm 28
echoed with cries of "Hey! Throw
me the ball!"
Men's Basketball:
Monday. Oct. 11
Runnin' Rebels (forfeit), Hoosiers —
Infinities End 41, Young Guns 24
Blazers 42, Florida Rockies 31
Get Out 39, Runnin' Rebels 27
Righteous Brothers 53, Irish Pigs 32
HIV Negative 40, Yellow Bluebirds 31
The Chosen Ones 41, Da Posse 37
Tuesday. Oct. 12
Eagles (forfeit), Florida Rockies —
Young Guns (forfeit), Hoosiers —
Young Guns (forfeit), Da Lench Mob -Da Posse 42, Irish Pigs 29
Yellow Bluebirds 54, Eagles 38
Infinities End (forfeit), Runnin' Rebels The Mixers 43, The Chosen Ones 39
Get Out 47, Righteous Brothers 37
Wednesday. Oct, 13
While Men Can't Jump 51, Blazers 43
Da Posse 33, The Chosen Ones 29
Righteous Brothers 37, Young Guns 33
Runnin' Rebels 42, Infinities End 35
HIV Negative 54, Old and Tired Men 47
Yellow Bluebirds 46, Old and Tired Men 40
Men's Football:
Monday. Oct. 11
Sons of Liberty 30, Blue Imps 8
Human Blankets 12, Rebels 8
Business as Usual 58, The Posse 14
The Hogs II 14, The Vermins 12
T-Bones 44, I^os Juevos 40
Screamers (forfeit), All Modem Team •
Tuesday. Oct. 12
Strength in Numbers 22, Wolf Pack 14
T-Bones 44, Blue Imps 6
Sons of Liberty 56, Human Blankets 0
Dorm 1 Renegades 34, Cowboys 0
Business as Usual 32, The Hogs II28
The Vermins 22, All Modem Team 14
Wednesday. Oct. 13
Business as Usual 46, Dorm 1 Renegades 14
The Posse 32, Cowboys 20
The Hogs II38, Screamers 14
Strength in Numbers 36, Human Blankets 14

mxat $
RESTAURANT
Dinner by the Lake

Dinner • Weddings
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993-2475

River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 11-8-93 Sun - Thurs only
«

led by Urlene Dick with the time of
18:58.
Jody Barr posted 20:37, Tabitha
Kemerling finished with 20:56, J' aime
Cowan came in 20:59, Katie Straub
finished at 21:08.
Also, Tammy Smolinski grabbed
21:28, Esther Mills pocketed 21:36
and Lynn Heckman gave her best at
22:07.
The Lady Flames finished second
place in the overall standing behind
James Madison.
"We 're trying to get Esther ready.
And, as for Jody Barr, she has made a
remarkable comeback. We '11 be ready
for the Big South championship,"
Tolsma concluded.

LU golfer shows true excellence

Chris Easley has shown the Liberty
golf team what true excellence is.
Easley, a fifth year senior this year
and LU assistant golf coach, received
the Academic All-American Award
for golf last year.
Flames goalkeeper wins Big South honors
This award not only honors excelLU men's soccer goalkeeper James Wright was named Big South
lence
in golfing skills but in academConference Player of the Week for the week ending Oct. 16. He currently
ics as well. To obtain the award, a
leads the Big South in saves with 61 this season.
collegiate golfer mustfinishfour years
Wright, who is in his first year with the team, recorded three straight
with a minimum 3.2 GPA and a stroke
shutouts after the Flames defeated Winthrop on Saturday, Oct. 16. In the
average of 77.9 or better. Easley
Winthrop game, Wright stopped nine shots to give the team the 1 -0 edge.
had a cumulative 3.5 GPA and a 77.3
stroke average at the end of last year,
his last season of eligibility.
Easley's awards did not stop with
1) How many of theLU football team's opponents have broken the NCAA
the Academic All-American Award,
Division 1-AA Sports Network top 25 this season?
though.
2) What is the largest crowd to ever see a Flames' Homecoming game?
For the 1992-93 season, the golfer
3) What is the Flames' record for Homecoming games?
also
earned Big South All Conference
4) Which LU men's basketball player, who played from 1976-1980, holds
honors
and a spot on the Big South's
the career scoring title?
Presidential
Honor Roll.
* Answers from Oct. 4 issue — 1) 13,106 in Flames' loss at Providence
Easley
was
only one of 30 golfers
College, 2)DianeMartindale,3)1991(LU 10,YSU8),4)N.Charleston,
across
the
nation
at the NCAA DiviSC (March 4-5,7).
sion 1 level to receive the Academic
All-American Award.
With a double major in finance and
Eoathall
youth ministry, Easley had to wisely
divide his time between golfing and
The Flames will host Charleston Southern in the Homecoming game on
academics.
Saturday, Oct. 30, starting at 1:30 p.m.
"I probably played at least four
Men's Soccer
hours
a day on the average," Easley
The team will host Navy on Wednesday, Oct. 27 for its last home game
said.
of the season. The game will start at 3 p.m.
"I averaged about an hour a day of
On Saturday, Oct. 30, the team will travel to Virginia Commonwealth at
study time," Easley said.
7 p.m. to finish up the regular season schedule.
"The biggest key for me was class
Women's Volleyball
attendance. Whenever I had golf tourThe Lady Flames will compete in the Big South Conference Tournament
naments, I rarely missed a class...That
on Friday, Oct. 29 through Saturday, Oct. 30 in Rock Hill, S.C.
was really my key success factor as
On Friday, the team will faceUNC-Asheville at 2 p.m. and, on Saturday,
for as academics goes.
the team will play Campbell at 1 p.m. and Coastal Carolina at 5 p.m.
"I guess I've always had a proper
Cross Country
perspective. I have always been conThe men's and women's teams will travel to Radford, Va. for the Big
cerned academically. When it came
South Conference Championship on Saturday, Oct. 30, starting at 10 a.m.
down to crunch time, school always
came first. That's not to say I didn't
Golf
practice hard. I practiced very hard. I
The team will compete in the Old Dominion University Seascape Invitaplanned ahead," Easley said.
tional on Wednesday, Oct. 27 through Saturday, Oct. 30.
Easley has been in the golf scene
HwkeY
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file photo

DEFENSE — Lady Flame Jennifer Angleberger looks to deny
possesion from a Cambell player in the Flames loss on Tuesday,
Oct. 5
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Academic qualifications,
not race discrimination
In case any of you have been
completely in the dark about the new
controversy over the NCAA's proposal to tighten the academic eligibility standards for freshmen, let mc fill
you in: a lew of the members of the
Black Coaches Association, including Georgetown's John Thompson
and
Nolan
Richardson of
Arkansas, boycotted a nationwide coaches
conference in
Charlotte,
N.C. last week
and threaten a
possible boycoll of a few Shannon I).
games in ihe Harrington
upcoming

H H M M M M

ates, what kind of grades he must
have in order to gel into college. I
have never met, oven in high school,
an athlete who just could not flat out
make the grade. I did know a couple
who just didn't care enough to try,
however, but, is this the problem of
the NCAA? No.
Athletes need to get over the idea
that college is their ticket inio the
pros. II this is all athletes want from
college, then maybe someone should
slari a post-high school league for
those who do not want a degree.
ll warms my heart to see athletes
like Michigan's Desmond Howard
(who left school early for the NFL
alter winning the Hcisman trophy,
but had enough sense to go back for
his college degree).
And, what happens when the athlete makes it into the pros, bin, shortly
alter, suffers a career-ending injury.
Without decent grades in college,
or even a college degree, the athlete
will be going back to his hometown to
flip burgers and sign autographs for
those people who can actually remember his glory days ol college.
Now, gelling back lo the problem
of the Black Coaches Association
(how did I gel so far off the subject),
I think these coaches need to be thinking more along ihe lines of their athletes, instead of themselves. Coaches
need lo sec that signing a contract
with a professional learn won't always cut it for these kids. They need
something to fall back on.
The Michael Jordan's and Bo
Jackson's of this world do nol come
by the handfuls.

NCAA basketball season.
The reasoning behind this big controversy, ihe coaches say, is that the
NCAA's projected legislation is discriminating against black athletes.
Not only do I think this whole idea
is totally preposterous, but 1 think it
should be a little downright embarphntvhjrtttlnmltOtyrll
rassing for black athletes. In my opinA NEW LOOK: The Liberty University Vines Center will feature a brand new floor along with a new floor design when the men's ion, saying that black athletes could
not make the grade under the proand women's b a s k e t s
posed NCAA policies is a spit in the
the teams take the floor for the first official practice of the season in Midnight Madness 2.
face to the black population.
College is still a place where academics arc priority. And if a student,
whether black, white, brown or green,
Bell said it is especially difficult to they've got," Bell said.
By CAIN CLAXTON
cannot meet the academic standards
Champion Reporter
witness if your team has just lost, but
Winning is a respectable profes- in order to play college football, then
"when the results arc not going well sion, though, and the Flames would that is a matter of discipline, not race
As a rule, NCAA Division 1
for us, teams seem to be more open to rather win on their way through discrimination.
teams play to win and win alone.
what we have to say.
eternity.
The LU men's soccer team is an exAn athlete knows before he gradu"Winning seems to be everything
"Every game, our focus is to go out
ception.
for non-Christians. They' re on c loud- and put a competitive team on the
Under the direction of Head Coach
nine having won the game. The hard- field," Bell said.
Bill Bell, the men's soccer team makes
est thing for me is getting athletes to
The gamc-by-gamc statistics will
ministry its first priority.
gel up and share their faith when they attest to that, as Liberty sits among the
"(Soccer players) know what they
lose," Bell said.
leaders in the Big South Conference.
arc coming into when they come to
Alder gave additional perspective
"God will lake care of the wins and
play for Liberty," Bell said.
to winning and losing.
losses," Bell said. "When you really
After defeating rival Radford Uni"If we lose a game at least we've think about it, God knows the results
versity 2-1 Sept. 29, Bell and his playgot eternity," he said.
of every game before we even play."
ers saw 12 members of the Radford
Bell agreed, saying that for many
God also knew what the results of
team accept Jesus Christ as their perpeople, soccer is everything.
that lockcrroom meeting with Radford
sonal savior—aresultof a week-long
"For some of them, soccer is all would be.
chain of events.
Bill Bell
A door is opened...
"In the past, (Radford players) have M e n ' s Soccer Coach
God answers prayer...
' not been very interested in what we
After Liberty narrowly defeated
have to say," Bell said. But after Bell
Radford,
Bell shared the gospel of
left a message on the answering
Jesus
Christ
with the Radford players
machineof the Radford coach about a
and
coaches.
Twelve players accepted
week before the game, attitudes
Christ
into
their
lives at the meeting.
changed.
Bell
talked
with
the Radford coach
"I had called him to give him a wee
later
and
told
him
about
the decisions
bit of encouragement," Bell said. "I
that
were
made
at
the
meeting.
The
told him things would turn around."
Radford
cbach
had
some
good
news
At the time Bell called, the Radford
2828 Candlers Mountain Road
team had been having a rough season, for Bell as well — he had raised his
Lynchburg, VA 24502
hand,
too.
and had a conference record of two
Sharing the gospel on the field has
wins, three losses and a lie.
been
something Liberty soccer playThe message must have meant
ers
have
grown accustomed to. After
something, because the Radford
If you love sports, why not write about it? You can
every
home
game, Bell said each
coach returned the call and asked if
become involved with the Liberty Champion,
player
grabs
a
coke
for
himself
and
Bell would speak to his team in the
for
a
member
of
the
other
team,
and
locker room after the upcoming
covering sports or writing feature articles on LU
then talks about Christ with him.
game at Liberty.
sports personalities. To get involved call Mrs.
"Not every player wants to hear
Prayer prepares the way...
Mazanecat#2128.
Italian 'Kgstaurant & 'Pizzeria
After hearing about what happened what we have to say," Assistant Coach
between Bell and the Radford coach, Jeff Alder said, "but at least we'll
SPECIAL
Liberty player Darrin Shelbourne and have planted the seed and God can
Pizza Buffet
some of his teammates met on the take it from there."
2 Lg. Pizzas
"It's something you've got to do,"
soccer field at 10 p.m. Thursday
(any topping)
night to pray for the next day's game Bell said. "It takes a certain type of
Wed.
&
Thurs.
and for the salvation of the Radford player after giving 110 percent for 90
minutes to get up and share his faith."
players.

Winning is not everything for men's soccer
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Are you physically fit? Exercise program requires steady progression

physically fit. People are really too concerned
about how they look and how they feel," sophoIs theretoomuch emphasis today on being physi- more Diane Cotter said.
* ' i think it is important to befit,but 1 do think
callyfit?According to statistics and most students
on campus, there should be more pressure on being some people go overboard," sophomore Chris*
Germeroth said,
physically fit in America.
* "It can be pushed to extremes, but I think that
m 1980 the United States Department of Health
and Services established several goals for the na- it is important and it should be looked
tion regarding physical activity. One of those goals at/'sophomore Steve Lewis said.
* "I think that there is a bunch of fat, lazy
was to have 60 percent of the adult population inpeople here, and you can never put too much
volved in vigorous activity by the 1990s.
Current information suggests thatonly one in five emphasis on physical fitness. Your body is the
s vigorously active, with 20 to 25 percent of the temple of God," junior Tim Gessler said.
«"Generally, Americans are really fat. People
adult population described as "sedentary."
really do not take care of themselves. I think
Unfortunately, many Americans hold misconceptions about fitness. For example, more than 50 that people should take their vessels more seripercent of inactive adults feel that sports such as ously. If you have ever gone to another country and come back and looed around, you see
baseball and bowling provide enough exercise to
that everyone is fat," junior Ray Rastelli said.
develop good health and physical fitness.
Meanwhile, heart disease is the leading cause of
* "I do not think that you should go to exdeath in North America. High blood pressure, strokes tremes with diet and fitness as the world porand coronary artery diseases, including heart attrays it, but 1 think you should keep your body
tacks, afflict millions of adults each year,
healthy because God has given you that. If you
do nOt exercise and eat right, you will not be
The second leading medical complaint (behind
headaches) is lower back pain, and as many as one- able to get the proper use out of it," sophomore
Julia Czelusniak said.
half of all adults are overweight
But what do college students think? Do they think
* "There is enough emphasis on physical fitphysical fitness is overemphasized, or do they be- ness, but we do not follow what we say. We
lieve exercise and physical fitness should be a part should be more cautious of what we eat and
of one *s lifestyle? Here is an LU sampling:
what We do," freshman Ana Menaldo said.
»"People tend to put too much emphasis on phystThough too n y adults are uninformed about
al appearance, but you can never put too the facts of fitness, those who know the facts
Stch emphasis on physical fitness," so- tend to persist inactivity over the years. Inphomore Eric Force said.
formed adults are able to make better decisions
'Society put
ure or? being aboutexercise and develop a healthier lifestyle.
By BARBARA LEONARD
Ctampittt Repbrtet

Establish safe, comfortable goals

Suggested Progression

By KIM MATHERLEY

of Exercise Program

Champion Reporter

Getting into a workout routine may
seem difficult to some, but according to
Dr. David Horton,chairman of Liberty's
physical education and recreation departments, a good program can begin
. very simply.
' T h e best exercise for a majority of
people is walking. You can do it almost
any where, any time with very little equipment," Horton said. Beginning with a
walking routine also means that the
person trying to become physically fit
can progress at his own pace.
"It's not a real vigorous program,"
Horton said about a starter walking
routine. He suggests amateurs begin by
walking two to three miles about three to
four times per week.
Before a person begins his walk,
Horton suggests that he stretches out.
"You really don't have to do that much
stretching out in less vigorous exercise.
The calf muscles, quadriceps, hamstrings, those are the major muscles you
need to stretch," he said.
• One's pace is also important in exercise. "Walk at a comfortable pace,"
Horton said. A comfortable pace is
usually when the exerciser is not putting
form too much effort and can walk a
mile in about 15 to 20 minutes.
In addition, Horton suggested that
amateurs should be working up to a
brisk walk of four miles within one hour.
This should also be done four times per

week.
Having a good running shoe is important
for beginners. "The cheapest and the best is
the Nike Air Pegasus. It's a very good walking and running shoe," Horton said.
"You should mix running with walking,"
he said of intermediates who have mastered
walking four miles within one hour. "Just
walking slowly is good for you, but brisk
walking is good for your health and for cardiovascular benefits," he said.
Horton also suggests that intermediates
can also use a minimum of 20 to 30 minutes
of swimming, cycling and jogging to supplement their workout routine. Other activities
that are not continuous can also be used at a
minimum of an hour of workout in each.
"These (continuous) are the best types of
exercises for calorie burning. They keep you
in a continuous exercise mode," he said.
Theseactivities accelerate theheart rate which
Horton said is important in getting fit. A 130
to 180 heart beat range, he said, is best for
most people.
Not over doing it is important no matter
what stage of fitness a person is in. "I don't
think anyone, even dedicated athletes, should
need to really work out six or seven times per
week. If you want to just maintain a good
level of fitness (exercise), a minimum of
three to four times per week is fine," he said.
As intermediates progress they can push
themselves to run more and walk less, but
they must remember not to push too hard.
"Exercise at a conversational pace. You
should be able to carry on a conversation
with someone else. If you're out of breath,

Health clubs offer advantages
for beginners, advanced individuals
By DAVID HART
Feature Editor

Did you know that 80 to 90 percent
of people who start an exercise program quit within thefirstyear?
That's why Barry Bailey, general
manager of Courtside Athletic Club,
believes health clubs have several advantages which help make personal
fitness a part of one's lifestyle.
Bailey worked at Virginia Tech and
a variety of hospitals in Virginia and
Florida before coming to Courtside
five years ago. As program director,
Bailey's job is to provide the components that help individuals achieve
personal fitness.
EXPERIENCE
*'First of all, we have the expertise
to help people reach their goals. I
have a masters in exercise physiology
with an emphasis in cardiac rehabilitation," Bailey said.
Therefore, he is trained to deal with
the behavior changes and risk factor
modifications that come along with it
such as stress management, weight
loss and quiting smoking.
'Too often someone sets unrealistic goals, so even if he achieves the

goal, he can't maintain the behavior tilus, racquetball, free weights, tenthat got him there. As a result, he re- nis, basketball and aerobics. Or someturns to the old behavior," he ex- one could cross train with cardiovascular equipment such as computerplained.
ized treadmills, Stairmasters or
SAFETY
"We screen everyone who comes Lifecycles.
through. Our Fitness and Wellness
"I teach an exercise leadership class
Testing Programs include things such at Liberty, and this semester we talked
as a medical history evaluation, cho- about the five components of an exerlesterol screening test and checking cise program: 1) Pre-exercise assessbody composition, blood pressure and . ment. 2) Warm-up and Stretch rouheart rate," Bailey said.
t i n e 3) Conditioning Phase'4) Cool
Last month, two people who wanted Down and 5) Nutrition,
to join the club and begin an exercise
ENCOURAGEMENT
program were screened. The tests "We are a social environment that
showed that they were at risk, and the allows people to come in with other
couple was referred back to their people. Statistically speaking, you're
doctor.
going to be more likely to be success"Their doctor determined mat they ful in your training if you do it with
had coronary heart disease. Conse- other people who you know," Bailey
quently, an alternative strategy was said.
recommended," he continued.
In addition, Courtside orients
PROGRAMS
people to the club and shows them
"What's the best exercise? The how to dotilingscorrectly and preone you like the most because that's vent them from becoming injured.
the one you're more likely to con- Employees stay in contact with new
tinue doing. If the exercise isn't fun, members so they don't drop out.
it increases your chances of dropping
"We have a significant number of
out," Bailey said.
people who have made fitness a part
Courtside Athletic Club offers nau- of their lifestyle, and they stay active
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2) Intermediate
Walking, cycling or jogging
three or four times a week
3) Advanced
Running jat least four miles
average of four days a week
slow down," he said.
Exercising at a slower pace also has its
advantages. "You bum more fat when you
exercise slow," Horton suggested that people
should run slowly and easily.
"You can exercise longer and that way you
burn more fat."
When intermediates are ready to progress
to the next level of advanced running, they
will still be going the same distance, but at a
different pace.
"Advanced runners should run probably
four miles a day, four days a week. Caloric expenditure is approximately equal to that of
walking, but with rUnningyou tend to develop
a greater level of fitness, and it's done in a
much shorter time frame," Horton said.
photo «.urusy or David Horton
"Basically me real key (to getting fit) is the R E C O R D B R E A K E R — D r . D a v i d H o r t o n set a n e w record f o r h i k i n g t h e
Nike slogan 'just do it.' Just do some exercise A p p a l a c h i a n Trail in 5 2 d a y s d u r i n g t h e s u m m e r of 1 9 9 2 . H o r t o n h i k e d a n d r a n
andenjoyit. Do it for a lifetime," Horton said. 2,144 miles from S p r i n g e r M o u n t a i n , Ga., to M t . Kafahdin in M a i n e .

Trainer shares injury prevention tips
By DAVID HART
Feature Editor

No one is guaranteed that when he
exercises he won't become injured.
Yet LU head athletic trainer Connie
Pumpelly says there are specific
measures which exercise enthusiasts
can follow to help prevent injury.
Pumpelly, who earned her masters
in athletic training from Indiana University, is also Liberty's director of
sports medicine and an assistant professor of physical education.
During her 13 years here atLU, she
has observed some common mistakes
which can add to the likelihood of
injury. What are they?
TOO MUCH, TOO SOON
"Some of the most frequent problems are getting to the activity too
quickly. I know that in fitness classes
or perhaps the person who just might
be try ing to get in shape or lose weight
is doing it by getting into a running
program," Pumpelly said.
Individuals, who perhaps haven't
run for years, push themselves too
hard and set unrealistic goals for themselves. They go from one mile a day,
to five miles a day, to seven miles a
day, to 10 miles a day all within about
two weeks.
"You can't do that. You've got start
out slower and just progressively get
into it. The injuries we see most are
shin splints, hyper-extenisons, foot
pains and knee pain. It all stems from
over doing it," Pumpelly said.

because they want to maintain their
health," he said.
"Yet we have also had a very significant number of people who have
had coronary heart disease and are
now preventing a second event, or
they are now in a maintenance program trying to keep what they have as
healthy as possible," he continued.
Bailey explained that a lot of folks
like to stay healthy and love the competition of the sport like racquetball,
tennis or basketball.
Still, others who are intimidated
by competition might want to cross
train on the treadmill and the Stairmaster or join an aerobics class.
The benefits of a regular exercise
and wellness program are muscle
tone, physical stamina, mental alertness and stress management.
Add a well-tuned cardio-vascular
system and one will generally live a
longer and healthier life.
"There's nothing wrong with exercising at home, but with an 80 to 90
percent drop-out rate, anything that
improves one's chances of complying with an exercise program is worth
the effort," Bailey said.

Physical Fitness Tips
• N o more elevators or escalators — use stairs only.
• Park at the end of parking lots — walk farther to your destinations.
• Do some sort of exercise while you watch TV.
• Whenever possible, walk instead of ride.
• Whenever possible, use manual tools and instruments instead of power
tools.
• Pace instead of standing; stand instead of sitting; sit instead of lying
down.
• During the work or school day, find a way to climb some stairs every
hour or two.
• Walking, jogging, cycling, cross-county skiing, rowing, and swimming
are the big calorie burners. Done for a long period, hacky-sack will
burn calories at the rate of moderate aerobic dance.
• The greater the duration of the activity, the more calories you will burn.

1) Beginner
Walking two to three miles
three or four times a week

photo by Aaron Peters

RUNNING LAPS — Sophomore Lloyd Darien runs laps on t he-Mat ties/Hopkins Track during fall break to stay in shape. Many Liberty students use the track and field facility to exercise and improve their level of physical fitness.
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EASY DOES IT
"One of the things I've discovered
is the fact .that there's not a lot of options here [around Liberty's campus].
You don't any fields or cross country
courses or anything like that to run
on," Pumpelly said.
She explained that if one
run on grass, the surface
of it is going to take the
blow and give the
runner a little softer
feel than a concrete sidewalks,
or asphalt
road.
"Running
on a hard surface is something you should
walk up to. Ideally, it
would be best to walk or run
on the grass and spend about half
of your time on a hard surface until
you gradually feel more comfortable
on a completely hard surface," she
said.
According to Pumpelly, a softer
running surface would help case the
stress on your knees, legs and joints.
ONE SMALL STEP
"With high impact, you definitely
have to have a pair of aerobic shoes.
We see a lot of people in here with
shin splints because they try to do
aerobics in track shoes or basketball
shoes, and you really have to have a
pair of aerobic shoes," she said.

Pumpelly said that the women's
basketball team spent last year in
aerobics for the post-season workout
in the spring. Even though the aerobics was only twice a week, several
kids went out and bought aerobic
shoes because they were having so
much trouble with their legs.
"A lot of people enjoy aerobics.
11' s not just a sport for girls or just for
guys. It's just a real good social activity. It's great cardiovascular. It's great
muscular so it builds strength as well,"
she said.
FIT FOR LIFE
"When you thinkabout it, it's worth
it to do something for 45 minutes that
maybe will save your life. People
have to realize that it's not just a
fitness boom or craze or something
that you should do just because your
roommate is out walking; it's a lifestyle change," Pumpelly said.
Exercise is not just something for
the athletically gifted. It's something
that actually improves our quality of
life and prevents several health risks.
"Besides, 45 minutes a day alone
enables you to spend sometime talking to the Lord or singing. We, in the
physical education department wish
that everyone would continue exercising," she continued.
She added that if students could all
see what they're going to be like
when they're 50 or 60 years old, they
would realize what they do now can
greaUy improve their quality of life.

Water plays vital role in personal weight loss
By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

Support Our Advertisers

For example, a lot of the students
will come here from a terrain where it
might be very flat such as Florida.
"Then they come here to Virginia
where you can't find a flat spot for
more than 50 yards unless it's on a
running track, and they expect to be
able to run as many miles here as they
did at home," Pumpelly continued.
IF THE SHOE FITS
"The other thing that I
think a lot of people do is
that they jump on the band
wagon when purchasing £0^.1
shoes. They'll gooutand | j p * %-j
buy these shoes be- jf^fr
cause their friend
has this kind of
s h o e s , " ,.;
Pumpelly >£§.
said.
Purchasing
the brand the
track
team
wears, the
brand you've seen on television, or
the most expensive brand may not always be the wisest purchase.
"You got to get a pair of shoes that
fit your feet. In the majority of the
sporting good stores, salespeople who
know how to look at your gate, at the
way you actually walk and give you a
pair of shoes that actually fit you and
feel good to you," she said.
The worst thing you can do is purchase a pair of shoes simply because
they look nice or have pretty colors.

Does drinking water really help
people lose weight?
"Incredible as it may seem, water is
quite possibly the single most important catalyst in losing weight and
keeping it off," Donald S. Robertson,
M.D., M . S c , said.
Robertson, co-author of the book
"The Snowbird Diet", listed several
ways in which water enhances weight
loss including:

• "Water suppresses the appetite
naturally and helps the body metabolize stored fat."
If kidneys do not receive enough
water then they interfere with the
liver's work of turning fat into energy. Therefore, more fat stays in the
body and less weight is lost.
• "Drinking enough water is the
best treatment for fluid retention."
The less water a person drinks the
more conservative the body is on releasing it. This results in the swelling

of hands, legs, and feet.Too much salt
basically means water retention.
• ' T h e overweight person needs
more water than the thin one." Since
overweight people have more fat then
they need more water to metabolize
that fat.

• "Water helps to maintain proper
muscle tone." Muscles which arc
built up during exercise need water
to contract.
An average person should drink
about two quarts a day, Robertson
suggests.
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i Hair Cut
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Tanning Salon
FRESH AIR NATURAL FOODS
Lynchburg's Full Service Natural Food Store

Special Offer
ONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING $25

TANNING SALON
3 Months $99.00

Natural Foods
Natural Vitamins
Homeopathic Supplements
• Herbal Supplements
Natural Bodycare
i Lots More!

Hot Bed, 10 Minute & 30 Minute Beds

High pressure facial tanners
First visit free
4119 Boonsboro Road Lynchburg, Va. 24503 • 384-8262

Expires: 11/15/93

509 Church Street, Lynchburg, VA. • 845-6964

exp. 11-30-93

•Welcome Back Alumni Crossroads Pod Mall
Wards Road

237-1457
3225 Old Forest Road • Forest Plaza West • 385-9252
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i
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(For participating stylists)
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leaders clash
NFT Wppk n i n e • AFC
'
Chiefs edge Dolphins

Harris teeter

mm

l Sunday
l f lmarks
J the halfway
TTCC1V
IIIIIC • rhipf« PHOP Dnlnhli
point in phins. This is the match-up we'd all leaders, the Chargers decided they
the 1993 National Football League been waiting for until Dan Marino liked keeping company with Tampa
regular season, and things are finally went down. Chiefs by 2.
in the cellar. Raiders by 4.
starting to fall back into place. Dallas
New England Patriots at Indian- Los Angeles Rams at San FranCowboy bandwaggoners are again apolis Colts. Both teams arc riddled cisco 49ers. When was the last time
wearing their Starter jackets that they with injuries, but if Bledsoe can play, that L.A. was only a game behind the
hung in the closet earlier in the sca- the Patriots can win. Pats by 2.
49ers in the NFC West? 49ers by 6.
son.
Tampa Bay Bucca- Seattle Seahawks at Denver Bronneers at Atlanta Fal- cos. Do you remember last year, when
Philly fans, thinking
cons. After a short stint Seattle beat Denver in O.T. at Milethat maybe their basewith the leaders, the Fal- high Stadium? I do. Broncos by 3.
ball team could have
cons decided they liked
pulled off a World SeDetroit Lions at Minnesota Vikings.
By CAIN CLAXTON keeping company with Rodney Pete will be the starter... No,
ries championship, now
have to watch their football team Tampa in the cellar. Falcons by 6.
Andre Ware... Pete.. .Ware. Fontes,
struggle through the remainder of the
New York Jets at New York Giants. make a decision and stick with it.
season without its quarterback. And it The Jets have the NFL's best passing Vikings by 4.
attack, but the Giants boast the
all seems to go by so fast.
Washington Redskins at Buffalo
Chicago Bears at Green Bay Pack-league's third-best defense. Who wil 1 Bills (Monday night game). Oh, no.
ers. Two mediocre defenses will have be the difference in the game? Phil Another Super Bowl rematch! Doesn't
to decide thisgamc. In theend, though, Simms. Giants by 9.
it seem like the Bills arc always in a
the 12th man will prevail. Packers
NewOrleansSaintsatPhoenixCar- rematch? Bills by 13.
by 3.
dinals. The Saints proved they are not
Dallas Cowboys at Philadelphiainvincible to the league's elite teams. TWO WEEKS AGO: "Quick Picks"
Eagles. This is the match-up we'd all It's been a long time since the Cardi- was almost perfect in predictions by
been waiting for until Randall Cun- nals were elite, though. Saints by 7« forcasting 7-of-ll wins (including
ningham went down. Cowboys by 9.
San Diego Chargers at Los AngelesMonday and Thursday night games).
Kansas City Chiefs at Miami Dol-Raiders. After a short stint with the Overall record: 34-29.
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Flames' Scoreboar

LONDON BROIL ROMA TOMATOES

Football
W L T
3 4 0

LB.

OP
169

Uberty-Youngstown State, State
Lberty University
0 0 0 0—0
Youngstown State
21 7 7 7—42
First Quarter
You—Scarlato 16 blocked punt return (Wilkins Kick),
12:47
You—Smith 19 run (Wilkins kick). 9:58
You—Clark 56 run (Wilkins kick). 5:11
Second Quarter
You—Brungard 6 run (Wilkins kick), :39
Third Quarter
You— Voyt 3 run (Wilkins kick), 1029
Fourh Quarter
You-Clark 1 run (Wilkins kick), 6 2 7
A - 9,535

LIMIT 2 PKGS.

You

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON
BUY ONE BUNCH OF

Pts.
124

First downs
Hushes-yards
Passing yards
Comp-Att
Return yards
Sacked-yards lost
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
Time ol Possession

BUY ONE 16 OZ. BAG OF

I I

Ub

19

, FRESH BROCCOLI 11 _SALAD
___ „ MIX
_M_ _ _ „
AND GET ONE FREE AND GET ONE FREE
I
Umil
One Item
With Toiinnn
Coupon Per
Visit AiJ
And ArldiHonal
Additional J10.00
$10.00 Purchnse.
Purchase. Offer
Offer
• p;
li«m\A/iit,
ft»\/i«ii
miifTn»
|I Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

Umil One Item With Coupon Per Visit And Addilionol $10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

II

BUY ONE 15-16 OZ. BOX OF

Limit One Hem With Coupon Per Visit And Additional J10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

Umil One Item With Coupon Per Visit And Additional $10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

03929

COUPON
VALUE
1.98

Harris feeler

COUPON
VALUE

291

©

If you are Interested In placing a classified ad In
The l.lhertv rh.mnton
contact Mrs. Mazanec at 582-2128.

FOR RENT: Convenient to LU 2
bedroom brick duplex completely
furnished. Large LR, DR & Kitchen
with lots of closets & cupboards.
$275/mo. Call 846-4661 or 239-4238.

SWEET CUCUMBER SLICES COFFEE CREAMER
AND GET ONE FREE AND GET ONE FREE

I
I

Limit One Hem With Coupon Per Visit And Additional $10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

Hainsfeeter

1U2615
GROCERY
COUPON
VALUE
1.29

II
II
II
II

CLUBS: RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN
JUST ONE WEEK! For your club.
Plus $1,000 for yourself! And a FREE
T-SHIRT just for calling. 1-800-9320528, ext. 75.

Limit One Hem With Coupon Per Visit And Additional $ 10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

PLU 2613
GROCERY
COUPON
VALUE
1.89

VALUABLE COUPON

I I "S.^llW 5*M|J|T*

Umil One Hem With Coupon Per Visit And Additional $10.00 Purchase. Offer
Good October 27 Through November 2, 1993.

04732
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Tow
Goals
Shots on goal
Saves
Corner kicks

Oct. 20
UNC-Ashcville, Liberty, State
Liberty University
University of North Carolina-Asheville
First Period
Lb—Tallman, 15:16
Second Period
Ash—Cummings from King, 61:00
Ash—Bean from Milhgan, 94:00

1 0 0
0 1 1

2
26
5
6

Oct 20
Virginia Wlitary-Liberty, State *
Virginia Military Institute
0 0 0
Liberty University
2 13
First Period
Lb—Barrington from Johnson, 1426
Lb—Barrington from Sinclair, G.Wheaton, 18:38
Second Period
Lb—Sheburne from Ogusanyi, Barrington, 60:42
Ub
0
6
8
8

3
22
2
5

BIG SOUTH CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Team
Pet For Va.
I.Campbell
.875 28 7
2.UNC-Greensboro
1 1 .813 22 9
3.UMBC
2 1 .722 29 18
liberty
.fit) 20 1t

.11

Ub

Ub
2
16
3
10

Vir

5.Coastal Carolina

Ash
1
3
10
0
6

2
33
1
11
8

Va.

3
3
14
18
12
20
20
35

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Call us and
find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's #1
Spring Break company! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Panama,
Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW!
TADE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222.
AUTOMOBILES: Gordon Harper
H&H Cars. We finance. 237-6400.
HELP WANTED: Earn $500- $1000
month - part time. 237-6500

EUROPEANTOURAPPLICATION
DEADLINE DATE IS NOVEMBER
1ST. CONTACTDR.ADKINSFOR
APPLICATION NOW. DORM 23,
ROOM 124, NOON TO 4:00 P.M.
DAILY OR PHONE 2480 OR 2377916(HOME). OPENTOALLSTUDENTS AND LIBERTY FRIENDS.
TOUR SIX COUNTRIES MAY 23JUNE 6. LU CREDIT OPTIONAL
AS MODULAR.

I REWARD DOG FOOD \ \ / " > ^ I D M l l M S
AND GET ONE FREE • AND GET ONE FREE
'
.

Oct. 23
Towaon State-Liberty, State
Towson State University
2 0 0
Liberty University
0 2 0
First Period
Tow—Smith from Hicks, 13:31
Tow—Coyle from Hicks, 29:07
Second Period
Lb—Styles from G.Wheaton, 80:07
Lb—Barrington (penalty kick), 83:48

Goals
Shots on goal
Saves
Corner kicks

RECORD— 1-12

Goals
Shots on goal
Saves
Corner kicks
Fouls

RECORD— 12-3-1

6.Winthrop
7.Towson State
B.Radford
9.UNC-Asheville
tO.Charleston Southern

:S0O 14 12
.438 15 14
.438 10 16
.357 7 14
.143 7 17
.000 5 39

1993 Big South Individual Lenders (as of Oct 10)
Scoring
Player
GShotaGIa Aat Pts
t.Toni Siikala, Campbell, So. 16 78 19 14
52
2.Brian Hunter, Campbell, Jr. 15 53 20
6
46
3.J.J. Kremer, UMBC, So.
15 51 13 10 36
4.Bobby Wagner, UMBC, Sr. 16 37 14
4
3?
S.Rob Elliott. UMBC. Sr.
16 48
8 13 29
6,Robbie Blake, Winthrop, Fr. 13 43 13
2
29
7. Jesse Barrington, Liberty, Fr. 1439
8
26
9
S.Darren Powell, UNCG, Fr.
15 32
7
23
B
9.Pat Gross, Campbell, So.
15 35
16
22
3
10.SipiSavolainen.Camp., Fr. 16 23
5 1C 22

COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
CorelDraw 3.0 $100.00, DesignCad
5.0 $75, Automap $30, Andrew
Tobias 8.0 $40. All w/ manuals 8458266, 845-5343.
MINISTER OF MUSIC NEEDED:
Rustburg Baptist Church is now
seeking a part-time Minister of Music.
If interested call church secretary at
332-5381.
EARN UP TO $10/HOUR:
Motivated students needed for PfT
mardeting positions at your school.
Flexible hrs. Call TODAY! 1-800950-1039 Ext. 3068.

TOUR EUROPE

VALUABLE COUPON

BUT O N " OZ. CAN Of

Avg
4.65
3.84
3.80
3.72
3.71

M-Soceer

CLASSIFIEDS

BUY ONE 22 OZ. HT

BUY ONE 16 OZ. JAR OF HT

GP Diga
69 321
69 265
90 342
81 301
91 338

Avg

0.60
0.56
0.53
0.52
0.50

W-Soccer

30:52

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

DIGS PER GAME
Player
LEIissaStellen, UNCA. Jr.
2.Jen Jewell, UMBC, Jr.
3.Nikki Keznor, Lberty, Jr.
4.Carrie O'Connell, Chas. So., Jr.
5.Anne Fontaine, Radford, Sr.

17)

BIG SOUTH CONFERENCE STANDINGS
W L T Pet For
Team
Oct. 19
7 0 0 1.000 35
LUNC-Greensboro
Liberty-Virginia Commonwealth, State
.857 18
2.Radford
Liberty University
10 2 5
.571 12
Virginia Commonwealth Univ., W
15 15 15 3.UMBC
.571 21
4.Campbell
.429 11
5.Charleston Southern
Liberty Totals
.286 11
6. Towson St.
Kills-Att
26-109
.286
5
7. UNC-Ashevillo
Service Aces
3
.000
4
S.
Lberty
Digs
46

;*

PLU 2608
GROCERY

Hainsfeeter

12-39
3
2-8
7
2-0
4-33

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Liberty, Cherry 13-68, Thomas 18-79.
Chiles 6-15, Parker 1-23. Youngstown St., Smith 17-151,
Clark 9-116. Brungard 4-28, Voyl 9-44, Perdue 5-34,
Scarlato 1-2, Gilchrist 2-13, Christian 1-7, Scurry 1-4.
PASSING—Liberty, Wiktmon 3-10-1 - 1 , Chiles 9-290134. Youngstown St., Brungard 2-7-0 36, Voyl 2-4-018.
RECEIVING—Liberty, Jones 4-88, Bouslough 3-37,
Carswell 1-6, Thomas 1-4, Duncan 1-3, Cherry 2- -5.
MISSED FIELD GOALS—Liberty, 43, 57
PUNTING—Liberty,6-243(49long). Youngstown St.,
5-187 (44 long).
PUNT RETURNS—Liberty. 1-3. Youngstown St., 595.
KICK RETURNS—Liberty, 3-60.
INTERCEPTION RETURNS—Youngstown St., 1-4

04475
39HN

7*

I

4-11
99
1-8
5
3-2
7-55
29:08

1993 Big South Individual Leaders (aa of Oct
ACES PER GAME
Player
GP SA
I.Lauren Yarish. UNCG.Sr.
75 45
2.Lori Waters, Campbell. Fr.
81 45
3.Yvette Brailer, Radlord, Sr.
85 45
4.Lori Mattson. Liberty, Jr.
93 48
S.Diane Martindale, Lberty, Jr.
90 45

RECORD: 2-16

II
CAP'N CRUNCH
CORN FLAKES II
AND GET ONE FREE
II AND GET ONE FREE
II
CAPN I CAPN
CRUNCHlcRUNCH
II
II
II
BUY ONE 18 OZ. BOX OF KELLOGG'S

54

W-Volleyba

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

14
3B-173
133

49-388

LIBERTY INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
KILLS—Keznor 4, Martindale 9, Ritter 3, Mattso 3,
Wickersham 3, Ward 1.
ATTACK ERRORS—Keznor6, Martindale4, Mattson
4, Wickersham 5, Ward 1, Moody 1.
SERVICE ACES—Keznor 2, Mattson 1
SERVICE ERRORS—Keznor 2, Martindale 1, Ritter
1. Mattson 1, Moody 1, Rickard 1.
DIGS—Keznor 14, Martindale 8. Ritter 9, Nice 1.
Mattson 2, Wickersham 1, Ward 5, Moody 3. Rickard 3.
ASSISTED BLOCKS—Keznor 1. Martindale 1.

' Unit One Hem With Coupon Per Visit And Additional $10.00 Purchase. Olfei
| G°°a October 27 Through November 2, 1993.
,35

°
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Hanisfeeter

PLU 3069
DAIRY
[COUPON |
VALUE
J_09

Prices Effective Through November 2,1993
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, October 27 Through Tuesday, November 2, 1993 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

Light
tig... Medical, Inc.
Family Health Center
offices located in
Health Services at LU
&2811 Linkhorne Drive

A Christian medical practice
tor medical
& counseling needs
Hours:
M-F
8:30 am - 5:00 \m\
(804)582-2514

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.

STUDENTS
NKKIH'ASII FOR

GROUPS & CLUBS: Raise up to $500
- $1500 in less than a week. Plus win a
trip to MTV SPRING BREAK '94 and
get a FREE T-Shirt just for calling.
1-800-950-1039, ext. 65.

cni.i.••:(..-:

Give us a call to find out about
scholarships. Everyone can
apply, regardless of finances or
your GPA, these are not a factor.
K&E ENTERPRISES
1-800-664-6606
1-800-228-8193 Voice Box

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UP TO $500
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.
HELP MAKE OUR

"\

CAMPUS SAFE.

SPORTS
NEWS HOTLINE
REPORTS ON:
Daily Schedules,
Point Spreads,
Scores and Wrap-ups.
PLUS
Special
Event
15-Minute
Updates!

CALL
1-900-988-0161 (^t. mm
U I'm/ Mm

582-7611

AvwigvCtUSUu.
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Denny trial
U.S. may have had
closes; results Beirut bomber
The Justice Department is investipose political
gating allegations that the U.S. may
upheaval
have had its hands on—and then reThe Reginald Denny trial came to
an end Wednesday, Oct 20. Damian
Williams was acquitted of trying to
kill Denny during the L.A. riots of
1991.
In addition, a mistrial was declared on one felony assault count
against Henry Watson, the other
defendant in the case. Watson, jailed
for 17 months, was released on his
own recognizance.
Although defense lawyers won a
string of acquittals on most counts
Monday, Williams faces a maximum of 10 years in prison from five
convictions.

leased—a Palestinian who was behind the 1983 bombing of the Marine
barracks in Beirut.
This weekend marks the 10th anniversary of the bombing, which left
241 Marines and sailors dead.
Samir Houchaimi, 58, was arrested
in the mid-1980s on federal heroin
charges.

Boeing 737 brakes
need inspection

Federal safety investigators urgently recommended immediate inspection of braking systems on the
world's most widely used commeri
cial aircraft on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
The National Transportation Safety
board urged the FAA to order that
Boeing 737 jets be inspected to check
Marine Sgt. Justin Elzie returned the routing of cables involving wing
to active duty Wednesday, Oct. 20, spoiler panels. The cables and panels
at Camp Lejeune, N.C. He is the are used to slow the plane during
first Marine to take advantage of a landing.
judge's ban on discrimination against
homosexuals in the military.
Elzie, 31, declared his homosexuEl Nino, the deadly weather pattern
ality on Jan. 20, the day President blamed for Midwest floods and CaliClinton said he would lift the ban on fornia rains, just keeps going and
gays.
going. The currentel Nino—a warmUnder Clinton's revised plan, ing of Pacific waters that affects global
Elzie was put on reserve status.
temperatures—is the longest on record.
The pattern, which began in 1991,
was expected to end in July 1992.
However, Pacific waters are heating
upagain,asigntheElNinoisstrengthSecretary of State Warren Chris- ening.
topher again warned China that it
risks losing
U.S. trade
Israel's state television said the
b e n e f i t s Jewish state would free up to 2,000
without
Palestinian
more progprisoners
ress on human rights. He was folwithin the
lowing up on a demand last year that
next
two
China must account forpolitical prisweeks. It said
oners.
preference would be given to the sick,
Mike Jendrzejczyk, of the human aged or the young. The PLO had demanded the rerights group Asia Watch, said
China's government is "complacent, leaseof prisoners as part of talks with
getting away with doing little or Israel for withdrawing from the Gaza
Strip and Jericho.
nothing."

Elzie returns to
active duty

El Nino isn't dying

U.S. warns
China... again

Prisoners released

7
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Fast food frying oil under
fire by consumer group

Doctor discipline
needs refining

A report from The Public Citizen
regarding the discipline of wayward
physicians revealed that of 15,574
disciplinary actions taken, only 32.6
percent ended with the doctor no
longer permitted to practice.
The report also listed the 10,289
physicians disciplined by state medical boards or the federal government
between 1966 and Jan. 31, 1993.
Misconduct ranges from malpractice
to having sex with patients to tax evasion.
"Government agencies catch too
few bad doctors," Dr. Sidney Wolfe,
of the Public Citizen Health Research
Group, said.
The most common offenses are:
criminal convictions, 19.6 percent;
misprescribing or overprescribing
drugs, 16.4 percent; substandard care
or negligence, 15.6 percent; drug or
alcohol abuse, 11.9 percent; and failure to comply with professional rules
or standards, 11.9 percent
The states most likely to discipline
doctors were: Oklahoma, Iowa, West

These rankings are based on the
percentage of doctors disciplined in
each state.
The American Medical Association blasted the report, saying that it
was misleading and "confuses and
needlessly frightens patients."
"A physician who is late paying a
government education loan...cannot
be condemned in the same breath
with a physician who is incompetent," Kirk Johnson, AMA general
counsel, said.
The report lists each doctor by name
but warns that good doctors and bad
doctors may have similar names. It
also includes information only up to
Jan. 31,1993, and docs not show the
doctors' current professional status.
In addition, in some cases, readers
can't tell what the doctor did. In other
cases, the doctor may have served his
time but is still listed.

Aidid rival calls
for attention
The chief political and military
rivals of warlord Mohamed Farrah
Aidid are vying for attention in Mogadishu, Somalia,
by threatening
trouble.
Mohamed Ali
Mahdi demanded
this week that U.N. peacekeepers
disarm Aidid. He also refused to be a
party to peace negotiations involving
the rebel clan leader.
U.S. Embassy officials met with
Mahdi on Thursday, Oct. 21.

Clinton admits he
made mistakes

In a sober post-mortem, national
security adviser Tony Lake said on
Wednesday, Oct. 20, that the Clinton
administration had made a series of
mistakes in its handling of crises in
20. The showcases were linked by Somalia and Haiti.
digital network.
Lake and other top administration
Telemedicine, a two-way audio and officials said they saw no need to
video transmission system, allows change any of the procedures Clinton
physicians to communicate with pa- used to monitor or to react to world
tients and other physicians in remote crises. However, they said they'd
seen problems.
locations.

Telemedicine displayed in Richmond,
showcased by Bell Atlantic, Co.
Health care professionals from
around the world got a chance to see
just how telecommunications can
help physicians during the Bell Atlantic Telemedicine Showcases which
were held in Richmond, Va., and
Malvern, Pa., on Wednesday, Oct.

Donuts.
In addition, McDonald's fries have
twice as much heart-damaging fat as
the burger.
"Just one plain cake doughnut from
Dunkin' Donuts has as much heartunhealthy fat as a Big Mac," Wooten
said.
"A Taco Bell taco salad in its fried
shell has a whole day's worth of heartunhealthy fat—and half of tomorrow's."
The consumer group sent letters to
David Kessler, commissioner of the
Food and Drug Administration, asking the agency to prohibit vegetableoil claims on foods made with hydrogenatedfat. The group also asked that
the FDA require "partially hydrogenated" oil be listed as "partially saturated" shortening.

Yeltsin must okay
Lenin departure
from Moscow
The Moscow mayor's office has
drafted a decree which will bury the
embalmed body of Soviet Union
founder Vladmir Lenin in St. Petersburg, perhaps as early as this week.
However, Russian President Boris
Yeltsin must give approval of the
document
Also set to be moved: Every communist-era tombstone located next
to and inside of the Kremlin wall on
Red Square, including former Soviet
leaders Josef Stalin and Leonid
Brezhnev.

Editor's Note: U.S. and
World News on this page
were provided by the
USA Today Subscription
Service, INTERNET.
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WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI
°i

McDonald's, Burger King and
Wendy's are not frying their foods in
100 percent vegetable oil as they
profess, the Center for Science in the
Public Interest charged on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
"Burger King says that when the fat
is in the frier, it becomes a liquid, so
they call it oil. By that standard,
Crisco, butter and lard are oils too,"
Margo Wootan, a nutritional biochemist for the consumer group, said.
According to CSPI, Burger King's
french fries "actually contain more fat
now (58 percent) than when they were
fried in beef fat (52 percent)." CSPI
also claims about a third of the fat
Virginia, Wyoming and North used by Hardee's and Kentucky Fried
Dakota. The least likely were: New Chicken is saturated. Fully half of the
Hampsh ire, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, fat is saturatcdat McDonald's, Burger
King, Wendy's, Taco Bell and Dunkin'
Hawaii and Delaware.
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You've experienced dorm life, H§rl

The 1994 Yearbook Gallery of Arts

college lectures,

Prizes for first and second places in each category

the cafeteria,

B&W or Color Photography

LliCtUTil

3g£

Oil Paintings, Watercolbrs, Line Art,

chapel,

Comics, etc.

and The Champion!

Short Stories, Poetry

Keep up with the world's most exciting university.
Receive The Champion at home.
Continue your Liberty experience.

Don't miss this chance to have your talents immortalized in
the 1994 issue of Selah. Two works will be chosen for first
and second place from each category. For official rules come
by the Yearbook Office in TE 110.

I (JJ YES, I want to stay informed with The Champion!
I have enclosed $25 for an entire year of
The Champion to be delivered to my home.
Name:
| Address:

I
I Phone:
I THANKYOU for supporting The Champion!

Deadline: November 5,1993

•

The Champion
c/o Liberty University
Box 20000
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
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For more information stop by the Yearbook Office in TE 110
or call us at ext. #2206.

Page BX, Liberty Champion
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